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ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
MUNICIPAL OFFICERS
OF THE TOWN OF
BLUEHILL, MAINE
For the year ending
February 2, 1935
T h e  A m e r ic a n  P r i n t
E l l s w o r t h  M a i n e .
TOWN OFFICERS
1934-1935
Selectmen and Assessors:
W. H. Osgood, F. S. Hinckley, E. G . Williams
Overseers o f Poor:
E. G. Williams, W . H. Osgood, Mrs. Mabel Long
Collector of Taxes,
Walter E. Stover
Town Clerk,
Miss Julia Saunders
Road Commissioner,
Wendell Grindle
Superintendent of Schools,
Edward L. Linscott
Fire Inspector,
Plerman Scammon
Chief of Fire Department,
Donald Jordan
Sealer of Weights and Measures,
H. S. Parker
Health Officer,
Otis Littlefield,'M. D.
Keeper of Town Hall,
I
Elwin Emerson
Sexton,
George I. Herrick
Wharfinger,
Oscar Billings
Constable,
Harold Ledein
Auditor,
F. B. Snow
LIST OF TAXPAYERS
RESIDENT
Real Personal Total 
Poll Estate Estate Tax
Abbott, Basil ...........................................................................
Abram, Max ...........................
Atherton, A P ..........................
Atherton, Forrest ..................
Atherton, Richard D, heirs .
Astbury, William ..................
Astbury, R L ..........................
Astbury, William, j r ..............
Astbury, S a m u e l......................
Astbury & Manson ............
Astbury, Fred ......................................................................
Allen, George H .....................................................
Allen, D J, h e ir s ..............................................................
Allen, Fred H .........................
Allen, Sadie .................................................................................
Allen, Robert E and Daniel B
Allen, Robert E .......................................................
Allen, Daniel B ...................
Allen, Daniel E ................................................................
Anderson, Victor ....................
Anderson, M a rg a re t ..............
Anderson, Elizabeth .......... #
Anderson, John ...............................................................
Bacon, George, h e i r s ............................... • •
Bacon, Charles L ..................
Babson, E P, h e i r s ................
Babson, William ...................
Barrows, Alice .....................................................................
Barrett, E C, h e i r s .........................................
Barker, Josephine ................................................
Baslington, Caroline ............................. •
Bell, William A ...........................................................
Bell, Gerald .............................................................................
Bell, Hazel .......................................................................................
Billings, Guy H ...............................................................
Billings, Lucy ..........................................................................
Billings, Charles ......................................................
Billings, James A ............................
Bluehill Lodge, I O O F ..............
Bowden, Raymond .........................
Blaisdell, Howard ............................
Billings, Oscar .................................
Billings, James and Oscar ..........
Blake, Frank, heirs ........................
Bliss, R V N ....................................
Bisset, L e s te r .....................................
Bisset, L and Parker, H S ..........
Bisset, William ................................
Bisset, Harold ..................................
Bisset, Walter .................................
Bickford, Emogene ..........................
Bickford, Orrin ...............................
Bickford, Lewis ................................
Bowden, Oscar, heirs ....................
Bowden, F N ....................................
Bowden Bros ....................................
Bowden, Edward .............................
Bowden, Harold .............................
Bowden, A S, heirs ........................
Bowden, Charles .............................
Butler, Walter .................................
Butler, Blanche ...............................
Butler, Gerald .................................
Bridges, Clark .................................
Bridges, Leon ....................................
Blaisdell, William ............................
Burton, Joseph ................................
Brennan, Herbert ............................
Bryant, Norris L .............................
Bettell, Mary and Snowman, Eva
Black, Leola .....................................
Black, Harvey ..................................
Burton, Isaac ....................................
Buker, Clarence .............................
Brennan, Morris .............................
Billings, Earl ....................................
Brewer, Martha ................................
Candage, Angie ................................
Candage, Leslie ...............................
Candage, Eugene, h e i r s ................
Candage, R P, heirs ..
Candage, Uzial ...............
Candage, Arthur, heirs
Candage, Ralph M . . . .
Candage, Loren E ........
Candage, Henry H ........
Candage, W Brooks ..
Candage, Fred J ..........
Candage, Archie ..........
Candage, Emily ............
Candage, Oscar ..............
Candage, Colby ..............
Carter, Lyman ...............
Carter, Marie ................
Carter, H a t t ie ..................
Carter, Eugene U ..........
Carter, Raymond ..........
Carter, J E ...................
Carter, Clara, heirs . . . .
Carter, Lizzie M ..........
Carter, Emery J ..........
Carter, Fred P ...............
Carter, A M, heirs ........
Carter, Abbie, heirs
Carter, Emma ..............
Carter, Edwin J ............
Carter, Eulas ..............
Carter, Byron W ..........
Carter, Henry A ..........
Carter, Harry ..................
Carter, L a w re n ce ..........
Carter, W Paris ..........
Carter, Vandalia, heirs
Carter, Everett, heirs ..
Carter, Orris ..............
Carter, Walter K ..........
Central Grange Hall
Chatto, Clarence ..........
Chatto, Lizzie ...............
Chatto, Austin ..............
Chatto, Rufus ..............
Clough, Ashman ..........
Clough, John ..................
Clough, C C, h e i r s ........
Chase, Edith M ..........
Clay, Edwin B ..............
Clay, G Welland ..........
Clay, George ..............
Closson, Rollo ..........
Closson, Jennie May . . .
Closson, Alton F ..........
Conary, Edwin E ........
Conary, Harry E ........
Conary, Charles A
Conary, Albert B . . . .
Conary, Harold ............
Conary, Johanna ..........
Conary, Eugene ...........
Conary, Lester ..........
Conary, Earl ..................
Conary, Carrie B ........
Chapman, Leon ..........
Clark, Paul C ..............
Cotton, Charles F ........
Cotton, Mabel ..............
Cooper, J Pearl ............
Cousins, Marjorie ........
Cousins, Lowell ..........
Cousins, Oliver ..........
Cousins, Frank ..........
Cousins, Fred W ........
Cousins, Francis, heirs
Cousins, Florence ___
Cousins, Maurice L . . .
Colomy, Fred ..............
Cole, David ...................
Cole, Miss Jennie ........
Cole, W P .......................
Collins, Irving ...............
Coggan, Mrs Luella . .
Coggan, Maud S ........
Coggan, Linus C ..........
Colson, Ross .................
Colson, Bertha ..............
Curtis, Howard ..........
Curtis, Mary A .............
VI
7
$
n 9
Curtis, D S, heirs ......................... • • 375 a a a  a 16 88
Cushing, Albert ................................ 1 900 90 47 55
Cushing, C P, heirs ...................... • a 150 a a a a 6 75
Cushing, C P .................................... 1 425 50 24 38
Clemmons, Paul ............................. 1 100 25 8 63
Cook, Thornton A ......................... 1 • • • • a a a a 3 00
Curtis, Jesse .................................... 1 • • • • a a a a 3 00
Carter, Chester ............................ 1 200 a a a a 12 00
Chatto, Lyman ................................ 1 300 a a a a 16 50
Dahlquist, Charles ......................... 1 725 330 50 48
Day, Frank ........................................ 1 550 15 28 43
Day, Mrs Hazel ................................ • a 325 a a a a 14 63
Day, George W  ............................. • • 100 a a a a 4 50
Day, E lm e r ......................................... 1 • a a a 25 4 13
Day, Frank R ................................. 1 • a a • a  a a a 3 00
Demmons, Hollis ............................. 1 a a a a a a a a 3 00
Dodge, O D ....................................... 1 *  a a a c  a a a 3 00
Dodge, Howard C ......................... 1 825 a a a a 40 13
Dodge, E Curtis, h e i r s .................. a • 770 a a a a 34 65
Dodge, Charles H .......................... 1 1000 15, 48 68
Dodge, C and Allen, Roy ............ * • 250 a a a a 11 25
Douglass, Miss Nellie .................. a a 450 a a a a 20 25
Dunbar, Sarah ................................ • • 750 65 36 68
Dunbar, Carroll ..........• ............... 1 375 a a a a 19 88
Dunbar, F M .................................... 1 a a a a a a a a 3 00
Dunbar Brothers ............................ • a 500 555 47 48
Duffy, Harry D ................................ 1 360 • a a a 19 20
Duffy, William H ............................ • • 550 a a a • 24 75
Duffy, Ralph S ................................ 1 1500 200 79 50
Duffy, Vietta .................................... • a 1000 a a a a 45 00
Duffy, Preston .................................. 1 a a • a a a a a 3 00
Duffy, George H ............................. 1 375 • a a a 19 88
Duffy, Harry .................................... 1 «  a a • 15 3 68
Duffy, Ralph M ................................ 1 • • a • a a a a 3 00
Duffy, Harold P .............................. 1 a a a a a a a a 3 00
Duffy, John W ................................ 1 600 15 30 68
Doyle, Emma, heirs ........................ • a 825 a a a a 37 13
Duren, Charles ................................ 1 100 a a a a 7 50
Duren, Elmer ................................... 1 a a a a a a a a 3 00
Drew, E S ......................................... 1 a a a a a a a a 3 00
Earls, Orrin .....................................
*
1 a a a a a a a a 3 00
Earls, Leroy ....................................... 1 a a a a a a a a 3 00
Earls, Clifton ................................... 1 a a a a a a a a 3 00
♦
East Bluehill Grange . . .
Eaton, Roswell .................
Eaton, Augustus, heirs . 
Eaton, Medbury, heirs . . .
Eaton, Charles .................
Eaton, Ulysses .................
Eaton, Forrest ..............
Elwell, Charles .................
Emerson, E lw in ................
Emerson, Pearl ..............
Emerson, Horton ..........
Emerson, Ralph ..........
Emerson, Cecil ..............
Emerson, Hannah, heirs .
Emerton, Annie E ........
Emerton, Merton ..............
Emerton, Somes ..............
Emerton, Raymond ........
Eaton, C V ........................
Farnsworth, William ___
Fernstrom, Karl ..........
Friend, Watson ..............
Friend, Clarence ............
Friend, Alvin ....................
Friend, B L ........................
Fullerton, E E ..............
Flemming, James ..........
Getchell, Ora ....................
Gillis, Lewis .....................
Gillis, Harry .....................
Goodkowsky, Keith ........
Gray, Alonzo, h e i r s ..........
Gray, G e r a ld ......................
Gray, Mrs Ruby ..........
Gray, O r r in ........................
Gray, Leroy ......................
Gray, Herman A ..............
Gray, C A ........................
Gray, Morton ...................
Gray, Herman O ..........
Gray, Melvin, heirs ........
Gray, Ormond ..................
Gray, Harvey W ..........
Gray, Alonzo M ..............
Gray, Christina ..............
Gray, Sheldon ..............
Gray, Ronald ..................
Gray, Warren ................
Gray, Bessie M ..............
Gray, James E ..............
Gray, Alton ....................
Gray, Charles E ..............
Gray, LaForrest ............
Gray, Percy ......................
Green, Fred L ...............
Green, Beulah ...............
Grindle, A J, heirs ........
Green, Carl W ..............
Green, Charles E ..........
Grindle, Evelyn ..............
Grindle, J B ..................
Green, Lura M ..............
Grindle, Lyc urgus . . . .
Grindle, C J, heirs ........
Grindle, Ernest ...............
Grindle, C e c i l ..............
Grindle, Archie ...............
Grindle, Frederick ........
Grindle, Corrie D ........
Grindle, F lo re n ce ............
Grindle, L e w is ................
Grindle, Forrest ..............
Grindle, Horace ..........
Grindle, Blanche E ........
Grindle, Enoch S ......
Grindle, Mrs Horace ...
Grindle, William, heirs .
Grindle, R P, heirs ......
Grindle, Richard, heirs
Grindle, Shirley ........
Grindle, Merl ..............
Grindle, Andrew A ........
Grindle, H W, heirs ....
Grindle, Roy F ..........
Grindle, Newton .......
Grindle, George W ......
Grindle, Ethel ............................
Grindle, Wendell .......................
Grindle, Lester ........................
Grindle, Harvard ......................
Gorm, W il l ia m ............................
Gordon, Francis <. / .....................
Goldsmith, Lawrence ...............
Gray, Alva ..................................
Gray, James E and Alton R  .
Hamm, Freeman .....................
Harriman, R o y ............................
Harriman, Warren ...................
Halcyon Grange .........................
Han Co Agrl S o c ie t y ................
Henderson, M A ........................
Henderson, Roy ..........................
Hendrickson, Henry, heirs . . .
Haskell, Gertrude H ................
Herrick, Alton ...........................
Herrick, George I ...................
Herrick, Eliza .................................................................................................
Herrick, Nellie, heirs ...............
Herrick, Fred ..............................
Herrick, A B and Grindle, E S
Herron, Mrs Jane ......................
Hinckley, R W ............................
Hinckley, W S ............................
Hinckley, Edna .........................
Hinckley, Thayer ....................
Hinckley, Virgil ..........................
Hinckley, Harry, heirs ..........
Hinckley, Ethel ...................................................................................
Hinckley, Belle O ...............................................................
Hinckley, Flora .....................................................................................
Hinckley, William R .....................................................
Hinckley, Fred S .........................................................................
Hinckley, Robin C .......................................................................
Hinckley, Eugene, h e i r s ............
Hinckley, Gale M .............................................................................
Hinckley, Parker .......................
Hinckley, Edgar, heirs ..................................
Hinckley, E J ...........................
Hinckley, Lucy A ........................
Hinckley, Maxwell R ....................
Hinckley, Mildred ............................
Herrick, A B ......................................
Hinckley, Rufus ...............................
Hinckley, R D ................................
Hinckley, Estelle, heirs ................
Hodgdon, Nina ................................
Hodgdon, Walter .............................
Hodgdon, Seth ................................
Hooper, Colby ..................................
Hooper, Vernon ...............................
Hooper, Olaf .....................................
Hooper, Elizabeth ............................
Hooper, Harold, heirs ....................
Hooper, Arthur ...............................
Hooper, Arthur, jr  .........................
Holden, Virginia .............................
Horton, John E ................................
Horton, Alton ...................................
Horton, M ilto n ...................................
Horton, William S, h e i r s ................
Howard, Arthur, h e i r s ....................
Howard, Roland ..............................
Howard, Emery, heirs ....................
Howard. Julien ................................
Howard, Mary L ...............................
Howard, A lb e r t .................................
Howard, Clarence ...........................
Howard, Lionel ................................
Howard, Hosea, heirs ....................
Howard, Mrs and Pierce, Walter
Hickland, David ...............................
Hickland, G e rtru d e ..........................
Howard, Edgar .................................
Harriman, Margaret ......................
Howard, Elmer .................................
Irving, R o b e r t ...................................
Johnson, Mrs E S ..........................
Johnson, W J ..................................
Johnson, W E ....................................
Johnson, Mary ................................
Johnson, J H, heirs ........................
Jordan, Donald A ............................
Jones, Fred A ..........
Johnson, C A ..........
Johnson, Augustus . . .
Kane, Edith M ..........
Kittredge, Earl ..........
Kief, Ralph ................
Kief, Margaret ............
Kneisel, Fred ..............
Keyes, John ..............
Ledein, Harold ............
Leach, Edwin T, heirs
Leach, Herrick S ........
Leach, Linwood E
Leach, Eugene ..........
Leach, Morris ..........
Leach, William B ........
Leach, Merrill ..............
Leach, A B  ..................
Leach, Preston ............
Leach, Ida ..................
Leach, Irving L ..........
Leighton, Hugh ..........
Leighton, Walter ........
Leighton, Frank ........
Leighton, Esther ........
Leighton, Linwood ..
Leighton, Elwood . . . .
Leighton, James ........
Leighton, Emma ........
Lindsey, Fred ..............
Lindsey, Goldie ..........
Lindsey, R a l p h ............
Linscott, E L ..............
Littlefield, O t i s ............
Long, E C, h e i r s ..........
Long, Miles, heirs
Long, Flora ..................
Long, Harvey P ..........
Long, R B ....................
Long, A r c h ie ................
Long, Mildred ..........
Long, Harlan P ..........
Long, Malcolm G ___
Lowell, Fred ......................................
Lowell, Russell ..................................
Luckins, Zenaida ............................
Luckins, Fred .................................
Mayo, E W, h e ir s .............................
Mayo, Ralph .....................................
Mello, Manuel ..................................
Morse, Florence ................................
Morse, George A, heirs ................
Morrison, Clifton ............................
Morrison, Howard ...........................
Morrison, Annie ..............................
Mason, George S ............................
Mason Brothers ................................
Mason, William H ............................
Mason, George and Dodge, Charles
McIntyre, E W, heirs ....................
McIntyre, E r n e s t ..............................
McIntyre, Frank, heirs ..................
McIntyre, H H, heirs ......................
McIntyre, Inglison .........................
Merrill & Hinckley ........................
Merrill, Florence .............................
McHowell, Imogene ........................
Merrill, Elizabeth ...........................
Meservey, Clarence .......................
Munroe, Clarence ............................
Moore, Percy T ...................... .
Moor, Andrew M ............................
Moor, Hester ....................................
Moor Electric Co ............................
Marshall, Harvey ............................
Manson, Frank .............................
Monk, Edward .................................
McGraw, Charles ............................
McGraw, Samuel ............................
McGraw, Florence .........................
McGraw, W H .............................
Marshall, Annie ................................
Nevells, Clifton ................................
Nevells, Ernest .................................
Nevells, Philip ..................................
Nevells, George ...............................
Nevells, Max ...............
Nevells, Emery ..............
Nelson, Herman ..........
Nickerson, Robert ........
Nevins, Annie M ........
Olson, Herman ..........
Osgood, E L, heirs
Osgood, T S, heirs ___
Osgood, Harold ..........
Osgood, A C, heirs . . . .
Osgood, Alwilda ..........*
Osgood, Charles ........
Osgood, R S, heirs . . . .
Owen, F r e d ..................
Owen, David S ..........
Owen, A r th u r ................
Owen, Luther D ..........
Owen, William, jr . . . .
Owen, William H ........
Olson, John ..................
Osgood, W H ................
Page, Fred .....................
Parker, E J ..................
Parker, Harold ..........
Parker, Fannie ..........
Parker, Nellie E ..........
Parker, Chester ..........
Parker, C h a r le s ..........
Parker, J o h n ................
Pearson, Adelaide ___
Pemberton, Edward ..
Pemberton, Frank . . . .
Pemberton, Hattie
Pert, Rodney ..............
Pert, Harry .................
Pert, Merl ....................
Pert, George A ..........
Pert, F r a n k ..................
Perkins, Linwood ........
Perkins, Frank, heirs
Peters, William, heirs
Pettengill, Lester ........
Phillips, A g n e s ..........
Phillips, Morris ..........•...................
Philbrook, George ..........................
Pierce, W a lte r ...................................
Piper, Arthur ....................................
Piper, Luther ............................
Piper, Clifford .................................
Piper, Cyrus .....................................
Piper, M S, heirs ..............................
Piper, Hattie, Luther and Arthur
PilLsbury, George, heirs ................
Prentiss, Perley ...............................
Richards, Mrs Hannah .................
Richards, Clyde ...............................
Robertson, William S ....................
Robertson, Walter T .....................
Robertson, Ernest ...........................
Robertson, Lester ...........................
Robertson, Wesley and Ernest ..
Robertson, Melvin .........................
Richards, Dorothy ..........................
Richards, F B ..................................
Richards, Mrs Caroline ................
Robertson, Wesley .........................
Robertson, Winfield .......................
Robertson, Harvard .......................
Robertson, Gladys .........................
Robertson, Mrs E r n e s t ..................
Robertson, Parker, h e i r s ..............
Robertson, Wilbury ........................
Rousseau, H H, heirs ....................
Russell, George ...... ..........................
Rankin, Roscoe ...............................
Rankin, Lyle ....................................
Saunders, Addison .........................
Saunders, Mary, h e i r s ....................
Saunders, Julia B ............................
Saunders, Ella A ............................
Saunders, James E ..........................
Saunders, A K ................................
Saunders, William S ........................
Saunders, E A ..................................
Saunders/ William H .....................
Saunders, Lewis ...............................
Saunders, Olive .............................
Saunders, Malcolm, .....................
Scammon, Herman ....................
Sheafe, Laura ................................
Sibley, Lincoln .............................
Simpson, E B ...............................
Smith, Mary, heirs .....................
Snow, William B, h e i r s ..............
Snow, F B ......................................
Snow, J Harold ..............................
Snow, Mrs Virginia ....................
Snow, Charles and Walter
Snow, Walter ................................
Snow, Paris, h e i r s ..........................
Snow, Joseph, h e i r s ....................
Snow, Edward ...............................
Snow, Ward ..................................
Snow, Roy .....................................
Snow, L in w o o d ..............................
Snow, Phoebe ...............................
Snowman, Sadie ...........................
Snow, Frank E ..............................
Snowman, Edward A ..................
Snowman, Charles, heirs ........
Soper, Alvah P ...........................
Stanley, I E ....................................
Stevens, Amanda ........................
Stover, Walter E, jr ..................
Stover, Roxa A ............................
Stover, Harvey S ........................
Stover, Dora, heirs .....................
Stover, George ..............................
Stover, Lincoln ............................
Stover, Emma G .........................
Stover, Walter E .........................
Stover, Alonzo P, h e i r s ................
Stover, Newton ............................
Stover, Raymond .......................
Stover, Mrs W ill ia m ....................
Stover, Frank L ............................
Stover, Gertrude L ......................
Stover, Hollis K .........................
Stover, Morris ..............................
Stover, Fannie and Ethel .
Strobel, Mrs Anne ..........
Sweet, H S ...........................
Sweet, Elliot ..........................
Sweet, Nellie H ....................
Sylvester, Frank ..................
Snow, Charles A ..............
Sylvester, Fred B ..................
Sylvester, Leon F ..............
Sylvester, John ....................
Staples, Walter ....................
Staples, Harvey ...................
Skelding, Mrs E l l e n ............
Snow, Albert G ....................
Slaven, Ralph E ..................
Slaven, Emerson .................
Saunders, Percy ...................
Taylor, George ....................
Thomas, Winthrop, heirs .
Torrey, Harvey .....................
Towns, Charles, heirs ........
Treworgy, Lyman ..........
Torrey, Charles ....................
Treworgy, Annie ..............
Treworgy, Augustus ............
Tucker, Severns ..................
Tufts, John, heirs ..............
Turner, Frank ......................
Turner, Merrill ....................
Turner, B a s i l ..........................
Townsend, Ralph ................
Townsend, A F ......................
Thomas, Alanson ..............
Tracy, Hubert .....................
Tapley, Murray ....................
Tucker, E P ..............• ........
Veazie, Orrin .......................
Veazie, Ray ............................
Velvick, G e o r g e ....................
Wardwell, Charles ...............
Wardwell, Wilbur, heirs . . .
Webber, Alfred ....................
Webber, Frank .........................
Webber, Clyde .........................
Wellington, Nathan ..............
Webster, Everett .....................
Wescott, Harold ....................
"Wescott, Lester .........................
Wescott, W Brooks ..............
Wescott, Donald ....................
Wescott, P a u l ............................
Wescott, Charles .....................
Wescott, William .................
Wescott, Walter .....................
Wessel, Philip .........................
Wessel, Jesse ............................
Wilder, Ray ...............................
Wilder, Grace ............................
Wight, Nora .............................
Witham, Willis .........................
Witham, Ralph .......................
Witham, Lizzie, heirs ..........
Whittier, W H ........................
Wood, Belle ................................
Wood, John F .........................
Wood, Abbie, heirs ................
Wood, Henry ............................
Woodbury, William ................
Woodward, Irene and Grace
Wood, Nellie ..............................
Wood, Edmund ........................
York, Clara M ........................
York, Maud ............................
York, Warren C ........................
York, Percy, h e i r s ....................
York, Wallace ...........................
York, Hartley ............................
Young, Kenneth C ..............
Young, Burley ..........................
Young, I r v in g ...........................
NON-RESIDENT
Real Personal Total 
Estate Estate Tax
Abbott, Lucy H .......................................
Allen, Sheila ............................................
Allen, Roy and Carter, Pearl, heirs ..
Allen, Horace ..........................................
Anders, Mrs J N ....................................
Alcott, Blossom .....................................
Astbury, Robert ......................................
Ashhurst, Mrs Samuel .......................
Atlantic & Pacific S t o r e .......................
Allen, Roy ..................................................
Allen, Mrs G M .......................................
Astbury, John E ....................................
American Oil Co ....................................
Allen, G M & S o n .................. ...............
Barnard, F H ...........................................
Bangor Hydro-Elect Co ........................
Benson, Richard, heirs ........................
Bierhofi, Frederick ................................
Binder, Eliza ...........................................
Boardman, Dorcas .................................
Brooks, E J, heirs ................................
Brooks, Elinor .........................................
Bryant, Florence and Nellie ..............
Beebe, Marcus ..........................................
Barrett, Basil .........................................
Boyd, Fisher L ........................................
Brewer, Margaret ...................................
Brooks, Winifred ....................................
Brown, Frank ..........................................
Candage, Medbury, heirs ......................
Candage, Annie E ..................................
Candage, Edwin E ..................................
Carter, Roscoe, heirs ............................
Carter, Mrs E A .......................................
Carter, George, heirs ............................
Carter, Irving G ....................................
Christie, A A ............................................
Caine, Augustus, heirs .........................
Chase, Everett and Mary E ..............
Clark Coal Co ..........................................
%
Clement, W M, heirs ..........................
Cousins, George B .................................
Clough, George, heirs .......................
Collins, Willard, h e i r s ..........................
Cochran, George F ..............................
Cunningham, T S ................................
Conary, Wylie .......................................
Currier, Charles R ..............................
Cushing, Mrs Ella ...............................
Condon, S B ..........................................
Camp, F E ..............................................
Darling, W W ......................................
Davis, George and Carmen, Edward.
Davidson, Rebecca ...............................
DeBeck, Jesse .......................................
Dethier, Gaston ...................................
Dethier, Edouard ..................................
Dodge, Miss Maud S ............................
Dodge, Cora ............................................
Dodge, Nellie C ...................................
Dodge, Henry A ..................................
Dodge, Phineas, heirs .. *..................
Dodge, J H, heirs ..................................
Dunbar, H S & Co ..............................
Dohme, A R L ........................................
Dohme, Paula C ....................................
Douglass, James, heirs ........................
Dunn, Bridget ........................................
Eaton, Lawrence ..................................
Friend, W ilb u r ........................................
Fisher, Stephen, h e i r s ...........................
Foster, N e w to n .......................................
Fiske, Allen ..............................................
Fiske, Ad die . : .........................................
Foxwell, G M, h e i r s ..............................
Garrett, H H ............................................
Goodell, A A .............................................
Gray, Charles L, h e i r s ...........................
Gray, Eugene ...........................................
Gray, Roscoe B, heirs ...........................
Gray, Luther W ....................................
Gray, Preston D ....................................
Gray, Vinton ............................................
/*
«
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Gray, Frank W ....................
Gray, W L ............................
Gray, Orrin & Son ............
Green, Mrs W H ..................
Green, Stephen ...................
Grindle, Thomas ..............
Grindle, John W, heirs . . .
Grieve, T h o m a s ....................
Grindle, Maynard ...............
Graham, Elizabeth ............
Graham, Elizabeth ............
Gulf Refining Co ..............
Gibbs, Mrs W S ....................
Hale, Mrs Elizabeth ..........
Haskell, Catherine ..........
Herrick, Merrill ...................
Herrick, Ellery and Irving
Herrick, Byron ...................
Hinckley, J Thomas ..........
Higgins, H it t ie ......................
Hinckley, O W, heirs . . . .
Hayes, Harry ........................
Hubbard, Charles ..............
Holden, Dean ......................
Johnson, A H, h e i r s ..........
Jones, Mildred ..................
Jordan, L W ........................
Krehbiel, Marie and Helen
' King, ‘Clara .........................
Kahnn, Felix E ....................
Kneisel, Franz, heirs ........
Currie, Josephine ..............
Kerr, Juliette ......................
Keefe, Marion ......................
Lenman, Isabel, heirs ........
Long, Susie .........................
Long, Oscar ........ ................
Loring, Robert .....................
Loring, Emilie ......................
Liberty National Bank . . .
Mello, L e s te r ........................
Mann, C A ..............................
Mann, Mrs C A ..............
200 • • • « 9 00
100 a a a a 4 50
125 • • (  • 5 63
15950 200 726 75
2200 • • • a 99 00
100 • • • • 4 50
300 • • • • 13 50
550 • • a » 24 75
2105 900 135 23
1650 115 • 79 43
2000 1050 137 25
300 • ♦ • * 13 50
255 11 48 •
800 • a • a 36 00
8900 100 405 00
50 » « «  • 2 25
75 • • • • 3 38
75 • a a • 3 38
75 «  • • a 3 38
225 a a a a 10 13
5300 100 243 00
300 • • a a 13 50
• • a a 100 4 50
a a a a 125 5 63
1300 a a a a 58 50
1800 a a a a 81 00
3300 a a a a 148 50
1365 a a a a 61 43
400 a a a a 18 00
3655 a a a a 164 48
6325 300 298 13
2150 a a a a 96 75
10650 25 480 38
400 a a a a 18 00
20700 • a a a 931 50
1325 a a a a 59 63
500 a a a a 22 50
2800 a a a a 126 00
10270 a a a a 462 15
70 a a a a 3 15
250 a a a a 11 25
2360 100 110 70
300 a a a a 13 50
McCarthy, J S .......... -.
Morris, Myra F ............
McKay, Helen, heirs .
Merrill, W inthrop . . .
Merrill, Arnold ............
Montgomery, C H ___
McNabb, Flora ............
Moore, Elmore T ........
Milliken, Dr S M ........
Milliken, Mrs Alida . . .
Moorehead, J J ............
Moore, Hubert ............
Mason, Persis ..............
Mason, Mrs Annie . . .
Moore, Springer ..........
Neal, Caroline . . . . . .  .
Newman, Ward ..........
Norcross, Helen ..........
Norcross, Mary and Goostray, Stella . 
Norcross, Margaret . . .
National Stores Inc . . .
Nay, Nellie C and Kimball, Edith L ..
Owen, Caroline ................
Palmer, William P, heirs 
Parker, Horatio, heirs ..
Parker Point Association 
Parker Point Golf Club ..
Parks, J B I n c ....................
Parsons, A H ....................
Perkins, R L, h e ir s ............
Parsons, Mary, heirs ........
Partridge, Ashley ..............
Perkins, Chesley, heirs ..
Perry, Margaret, heirs ..
Peters, Charlotte ...............
Phillips, R B, h e ir s ............
Quoiroz, Elizabeth, heirs
Rich, W J, heirs ..............
Robertson, E lizabeth ........
Ridlon, Nellie ......................
Roberts, R o b e r t ..................
Robertson, Mrs Blanche
Snyder, Henrietta ............
*
i
Saunders, Ellis H .................................... 400
Snow, Will and Cora ............................  230
Snow, Philip ............................................ 75
Snowman, Everett ................................. 50
Shaw, Royal .............................................. 100
Skelding, Henry .....................................  500
Smith, Charles .......................................  200
Staples, George M ................................  50
Staples, Norman ....................................  175
Sawyer, F ra n k ...........................................  850
Standard Oil Co ....................................  . . . .
Stover, B Frank, heirs ........................  475
Strout, Mabel .........................................  125* *
Staples, Walter ......................................... 125
Stuart, D M, heirs ................................  1100
Sullivan, Leon ........................................  125
Sousman, Ella ..........................................  950
Slaven, Neila ............................................  25950
Teagle, Amelia .......................................  12100
Trask, Mrs Floyd .................................  850
Truax, C S, heirs ..................................  600
Tucker & Eulan ......................................  1300•
Tydol Oil Co ............................ ..............  . . . .
Tall Timbers Inc ....................................  8200
Veazie, F M ...........................................  525
Wardwell, Henry ....................................  150
Wescott, Alma ......................................... 65
Wescott, Ruby ......................................... 225
Weston, B Philip, heirs ........................  2450
Wessel, Fred ............................................. 275
Wight, Fred ..............................................  500
Wills, Miss B la n c h e ................................  200
Wills, Mrs Betty .....................................  3525
Wood, Nellie F ........................................  75
Wheelden, H L ........................................  1000
Woodward, Mary, heirs ........................  200
Wright, Annie ..........................................  900
Webb, H B ................................................ 200
SUPPLEMENTAL TAX, 1934
Fred C W ils o n .........................................................
Alton Carter ..............................................................
Lester McIntyre ......................................................
•
*
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Lorin Friend ....................................................................  3 00
Arthur Wellman ............................................................  3 00
Francis Brown ................................................................. 3 00
Dana H a l l .......................................................................... 3 00
Alden C h a p m a n ...............................................................  3 00
Howard Osgood ................................................................ 3 00
Wendell C a r te r ................................................................  ,3 00
Lawrence L e a c h ...............................................................  3 00
Elmore Saunders ............................................................. 3 00
Daniel Murch .................................................................. 3 00
I
t
$39 00
COLLECTORS REPORT
\
DR.
Uncollected for 1932 $ 277 47
Uncollected, 1933 .......... 4,257 23
Commitment for 1934 . . • 60,798 21
Supplemental for 1934 . 39 00
Excise tax, 1934 .............. 1,819 94
$67,191 85
CR.
Collected on 1932 tax . $ 129 60
Collected on 1933 tax . 3,537 30
Collected on 1934 tax . 57,213 89
Excise tax ....................... 1,819 94
Abatement for 1932 . . . 64 12
Abatement for 1934 83 42
Uncollected for 1932 .. 83 75
Uncollected for 1933 . . 719 93
Uncollected for 1934 . . . 3,539 90
67,191 85
ABATEMENTS FOR 1932
Thomas Astbury, jr ., sickness .................................. $3 00
E B Clay, unable to collect   3 00
/O D Dodge, unable to collect   3 48
Charles Duren, unable to pay   7 64
Leroy Earls, non-resident   3 00
Ernest Gray, town charge   3 00
Irving Howard, sickness   32 00
Frank Haddon, non-resident   3 00
Linwood Perkins, non-resident   3 00
George Piper, non-resident   3 00
25
$64 12
ABATEMENTS FOR 1934
Imogene Bickford, overvalue .................................... $ 2 25
Leslie Candage, overvalue ......................................... 6 75
W J Johnson, overvalue   3 38
Luther W Gray, overvalue ..........................................  13 50
Preston Gray, overvalue ..............................................  4 50
Christina Gray, overvalue and water tub ..............  7 25
Mabel Cotton, water tub ............................................  5 00
A P Nevin, wrongly a ssessed .......................................  4 50
E S Grindle, overvalue .................................................. 10 13
J B Grindle, wrongly assessed .................................. 3 38
Agnes Phillips, overvalue ............................................  3 38
A A Goodell, taxed to R D H in ck ley ........................ 7 20
Earl Billings, wrongly assessed ................................  20
E B Clay, unable to c o l le c t .........................................  3 00
Chester Carter, non-resident ....................................  3 00
Harvard Grindle, n o n -re s id e n t..................................  3 00
Alvah Gray, paid in Brooksville ............................  3 00
$83 42
UNCOLLECTED TAX FOR 1934 
Fred C Wilson $3 00 Francis Brown 3 00
Alton Carter 3 00 Dana Hall 3 00
Lester McIntyre 3 00 Alden Chapman 3 00
Loren Friend 3 00 Howard Osgood 3 0C
Arthur Wellman 3 00 Wendell Carter 3 00
Lawrence Leach 3 00 Elmore Saunders 3 00
Daniel Murch 3 00 ----------------
Total supplemental tax ....................................  $39 00
26
t
Forrest Atherton 
Samuel Astbury 
Astbury & Manson 
George H Allen 
Victor Anderson 
Gertrude Anderson 
John Anderson
E C Barrett heirs 
Raymond Bowden 
Howard Blaisdell 
Harold Bowden
Herbert Brennon 
Isaac Burton 
Leslie Candage 
Fred J Candage 
Archie Candage 
Oscar Candage
Lyman Carter 
Marie Carter 
Hattie Carter 
Eugene U Carter 
Raymond Carter 
J E Carter
Emma Carter 
Edwin J Carter 
Byron Carter 
Paris W Carter 
Vandalia Carter, heirs 
Edwin E Conary 
Everett Carter, heirs 
Eugene Conary
Carrie B Conary 
Charles Cotton 
Pearl Cooper 
Oliver Cousins 
Frank Cousins 
Luella Coggan 
Albert Cushing 
Paul Clement 
Jesse Curtis
Charles Dahlquist 15 92
David Hickland 3 00
Gertrude Hickland 10 13
•
Edgar Howard 13 13
Elmer Howard 3 00
W E Johnson 12 00
Mary Johnson 13 50
Fred A Jones
f
10 20
C A Johnson 3 00
Ralph Kief 3 0C
Margaret Kief 14 12
John Keyes 32 63
Hugh Leighton 3 00
Frank Leighton 58 1?
Esther Leighton 4 05
Linwood Leighton 3 68
Flora Long 36 00
Malcolm Long 3 OC
Russell Lowell 3 00
Howard Morrison 4 13
Clarence Munroe 3 OC
Edward Monk 3 00
Max Nevells 3 00
Robert Nickerson 3 00
Frank Pert 3 00
Linwood Perkins 3 00
Frank Perkins, heirs 29 25
Lester Pettingill 3 OC
Ernest Robertson 4 13
Lester Robertson 3 OC
Wesley and Ernest
Robertson 21 32
Wesley Robertson 7 5C
Mrs Ernest Robertson 68
Roscoe Rankin 3 OC
Lyle Rankin 3 00
William S Saunders 28 88
E A Saunders 3 68
Herman Scammon 8 18
E B Simpson 58 13
Charles and Walter Snow 3 37
Walter Snow 3 OC
UNCOLLECTER TAX FOR 1934
$3 00
3 00
23 63
47 33
19 88
18 01
3 OC
70 88
3 OC
15 38
7 51
3 00
3 OC
31 58
23 48
3 OC
3 00
3 00
10 81
9 00
15 83
3 OC
2 00
9 OC
31 69
29 91
19 88
14 18
4 13
41 18
45 75
20 75
3 00
5 63
9 00
31 87
357 38
47 55
8 63
3 00
George W Day 4 5C Harvey Stover 5 98
O D Dodge 3 00 H S Sweet 11 05
Preston Duffy 3 0C Charles A Snow 18 30
H P Duffy 3 00 Albert G . Snow 3 00
Charles Duren 7 50 Frank Turner 3 OC
Leroy Earls 3 00 Merrill P Turner 34 73
Clifton Earls 3 00 Basil Turner 3 OC
Roswell Eaton 18 00 Hubert Tracy 3 OC
Ulysses Eaton 39 68 Frank Webber 17 32
Horton Emerson 35 18 Nathan Wellington 3 OC
Somes Emerton 6 38 Walter Wescott 15 38
James Fleming 3 00 Philip Wessel 35 25
Keith Goodkowsky 108 00 Kenneth Young 3 68
Alonzo Gray, heirs
4
49 Burley Young 19 80
Gerald Gray 3 00 Easil Barrett 13 50
Morton Gray 17 63 Annie Candage 2 25
Charles E Gray 18 75 T S Cunningham 4 50
Laforest Gray 3 00 Charles R Currier 94 50
Lycurgus Grindle 142 5C Phineas Dodge, heirs 11 25
C J Grindle, heirs 36 45' I H Dodge, heirs 6 75
Ernest Grindle 11 56 Lawrence Eaton 11 25
Cecil Grindle 3 00 Allan Fiske 20 03
Archie Grindle 3 00 H H Garret 40 50
Corrie D Grindle 17 63 Frank W Gray 9 00
Horace Grindle 3 00 M S Gibbs 11 48
Mrs Horace Grindle 4 50 Charles Hubbard 4 50
H W Grindle, heirs 4 50 Mildred Jones 81 00
Lester Grindle 3 00 Clara King 18 OC
Freeman Ham 20 55 J J Moorehead 7 88
Roy Harriman 12 01 Hubert Moore 81 00
Warren Harriman 3 00 A H Parsons 28 13
Roy Henderson 26 68 Mary Parsons, heirs 15 To
George I Herrick 30 00 Elizabeth Quciroz, heirs 351 0C
Edgar Hinckley, heirs 5 95 Chesley Perkins, heirs 68
Harold Hooper, heirs 3 38 Frank Sawyer 38 25
Arthur Hooper 23 26 Mary Woodward, heirs 9 00
Arthur Hooper, jr 3 00 Annie Wright 40 50
Lionel Howard 36 74
Total uncollected tax . . . .................................. $3,031 71
\
AASSESSORS’ REPORT
VALUATION
Resident real estate   $476,350 00
Non-resident real estate ............................................  491,875 00 ■
$968,225 00
Resident personal estate   $339,895 00
Non-resident personal etate ..............  15,295 00
355,190 00
Total valuation ................................................. $1,323,415 00
Tax on resident real and p e rso n a l...........................  $36,730 57
Tax on non-resident real and p e rso n a l..................  22,822 64
415 polls @ $3.00 ..........................................................  1,245 00
Total tax including p o l l s ..................................  $60,798 21
Resident land ..................................................................  $150,200 00
Resident buildings ........................................................ 326,150 00
Total   $476,350 00
Resident personal estate ............................................  339,895 00
Total resident real and personal .................. $816,245 00
Non-resident land ......................     $173,750 00
Non-resident buildings ................................................  318,125 00
Total   $491,875 00
Non-resident personal   15,295 00
Total non-resident real and personal   $507,170 00
Total value of l a n d   $323,950 00
Total value of buildings   644,273 00
Total land and buildings   $968,225 00
Total personal   355,190 00
Total valuation    $1,323,415 00
I
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%*
Tax rate, $4 50.
Total tax   $59,553 67
415 polls    1,245 00
29
Total tax, including pol’ s ...............................  $60,798 67
Total appropriations   $58,251 23
Overlay   2,547 44
$60,798 67
Town appropriations   $45,141 00
State tax   9,760 49
County tax   3,349 74
Total tax ..............................................................  $58,251 23
*  ___________________
PURPOSES FOR WHICH TAXES WERE ASSESSED
Officers’ salaries .............................................................  $3,000 00
Current expenses.  1,000 00
Poor account ..................................................................  4,500 00
Repairs on schoolhouses ............................................  900 00
School supplies ................................................................ 600 00
Text-books ........................................................................  400 00
Common schools   8,500 00
Free high s c h o o l ............................................................  4,000 00
Third-class maintenance .............................................. 700 00
State-aid maintenance ..............................................  1,000 00
State-aid highway .......................................................  1,464 00
Winter roads ................................................................... 3,000 00
Highways and b r id g e s .................................................. 4,000 00
Tarring streets ............ : .................................................. 400 00
Seaside cemetery ............................................................  200 00
Street lights ..................................................................... 800 00
Fire d ep a rtm en t.............................................................  1,250 00
Heating plant, Fire Co. h o u s e .................................... 200 00
Forest fires .......................................................................  200 00
Memorial Day .................................................................  75 00
Dental clinic .....................................................................  75 00
Mothers’ aid ...................................................................... 632 00
Nursing service ...............................................................  300 00
Sidewalks ........................................................................... 250 00
East Bluehill library ......................................................  • 25 00
Rent, Bluehill academy ................................................  120 00
\
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Notes and in te re s t .........................................................  2,200 00
Fire dam, East Bluehill ................................................ 600 00
East Bluehill, road con stru ction ................................ 1,000 00
East Bluehill, school road   50 00
East Bluehill, road tar and r e p a ir s ..........................  1,200 00
High street b r id g e ...........................................................  200 00
Spraying trees .................................................................. 100 00
Repairs on Tenney h i l l ................................................ 2,000 00
Repairs on Leach and Witham road ...................... 200 00
$45,141 00
State t a x ...........................................................................  9,760 49
County tax   3,349 74
$58,251 23
TREASURER’S REPORT
Balance in treasury, Feb 7, 1934 .............................. $2,503 76
Bar Harbor Banking & Trust Co, l o a n ..................  5,000 00
Union Trust Co, loan ..................................................  5,000 00
Union Trust Co, loan ..................................................  2,250 00
Refund from Union Trust Co. stock   150 00
Stock dividend, Union Trust C o ..............................  45 00
Refund from Union Trust Co s t o c k ........................  150 00
Stock dividend, Union Trust Co stock ................  45 00
Hampden poor account ............................................... 141 47
City of Portland, poor a c c o u n t   363 07
Refund from Peter Bent Brigham hospital   15 80
Books sold .......................................................................... 6 50
R O C'hatto, overpaid .................................................... 6 80
Curtis house, sold to A C o n a r y   350 00
Rebate on bus insurance ............................................  10 29
Mrs Frederick, culvert ..................................................  6 00
Wharfinger, O L B il l in g s   27 90
Railroad and telegraph tax ..................................... 24 97
Interest on cemetery fund   121 48
Received for dog license    143 00
Refund from dog l ic e n s e .........................................   , 63 75
Hall rent   186 00
31
Refund on piano insurance, W Ricker   4 00
Third-class road finals from. State treasurer . . . .  1,848 03
* * w « * •
State poor account, A Cole and V Munn ..............  276 88
Bank stock tax       37 30
Snow removal, from State treasurer    975 51
Final on A Cole account, from State treasurer . .  49 34
* / * "  ^ '
State treasurer, library account  ...........   5 00
Burial soldier’s widow ..................................................  75 00
State school fund    3,351 53
Interest on school fund .................. , .......................... 250 00
Refund on Ralph Higgins’ account ........................  33 68
Final on road accounts, from  State treasurer . . .  1,566 92
1932 tax collected      129 60
1933 tax collected    3,537 30
1934 tax c o lle c te d     57,213 89
Excise tax, co lle cted .  ....................................... 1,819 94
A
Total received ...............................................   $87,784 71
Orders cashed,, 1934     $69,151 31
State tax ................................................... 9,760 49
County t a x    3,347 74
Dog tax .........    136 00
82,397 54
» * • j
Balance in treasury ..........................................  $5,387 17
HIGHWAYS AND BRIDGES
EXPENDITURES
Wendell Grindle, com 
Perley Prentiss, truck 
O L Billings do 
Dunbar Bros do 
John Staples do 
Orrin Veazie do
Cecil Grindle do 
Lincoln Stover do
Elmore Saunders do
»
Irving Leach, team 
A B Herrick, m at’l 
Myra Morris do
C M Conant do
► f
$378
20
225
18
269
360
02
00
00
75
00
25
129 25 
32 00 
40 00 
27 00 
19 78 
13 90
195 06
R B Long do 
Addison Saunders do 
Ralph Lindsey do 
J Burton do 
Chas Duren do 
William Saunders do
4 40 
13 88 
7 85 
58 31 
33 56 
26 75
3 00 
9 00
Harvey Gray do 
Charles Parker do 
George Nevells do 
Wm Leach do 
Ernest Robertson do 
Leroy Gray do
George Pert, lab, m at’l 27 25
18 00 
6 00 
42 75 
13 15
4■*
♦
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A M Moore do 5 00
Mrs A T Stevens do 20 50
Fred S Hinckley do 6 50
George Stover truck 16 00
Lyman Carter, labor 228 29
Ralph Kief, do 28 87
William Astbury do 38 25
William Astbury, jr, do• 34 50
Roy Harriman, do 100 88
Burley Young, do 20 56'
Sheldon Gray do 11 75
Emery Nevells do 35 99
William Wescott do 9 00
Merrill Leach do 10 50
•
Maynard Treworgy do 5 85
W H Owen do 63 00
Parker Hinckley do 12 00
Lester Pettingill do 8 62
Frank Mello do 10 12
Ralph Emerson do
-A
4 50
w
Rufus Hinckley do 21 74
Fred Luckins do 46 14
S M McGraw do 6 00
Lionel Howard, do 12 OC
Ward Snow do 38 25
Eugene Leach do 4 20
A Candage do 11 25
Elwood Leighton do 3 37
Eulas Carter do 2 06
Raymond Stover do 31 12
William Owen do 11 25
Charles Green, m at’l 4 87
Harry Carter, labor 24 75
Ralph Candage do 51 00
Gerald Gray do 13 66
Frank Leighton do 3 00
Morton Gray do 38 62
Linwood Leighton do 9 37
J M McGraw do 4 50
Donald Wescott do 9 00
Frank Cousins do 9 00
Charles Cushing do 10 50
Clyde Richards do 9 12
E Kittredge, labor 9 25
Chas Wescott, jobbing 33 24
Edgar Howard, labor 6 00
Warren Gray do 9 37
Basil Abbott do 9 00
Lester Grindle do 1 12
Hall Grindle do 6 00
Meri Pert do 16 50
Fred Owen, truck 102 25
Arthur Owen, labor 6 75
Alonzo Gray, do 20 00
James Gray do 12 00
Ralph Owen do 31 50
Cecil Emerson do 18 00
Lawrence Carter do 6 75
Ralph Witham do 8 44
James Saunders do 12 00
Linwood Leach do 17 24
Fred Carter do 18 00
Emery Carter do 26 25
Percy Gray do 14 46
Albert Robertson do 38 05
Oliver Cousins, truck 49 00
John Anderson, labor 3 00
Walter Wescott, labor 10 50
Roy Grindle do 21 50
Charles Billings do 12 00
Harlan Long do 9 38
W Stover, jr do 1 50
Jesse Curtis do 16 87
Hartley York, do 6 37
Albert Conary do 50 63
William Farnsworth do 11 25
Merrill Turner do 12 00
Victor Anderson do 59 62
Wilbury Robertson do 16 12
Alton Carter do 34 50
Arthur Hooper, jr, do 27 75
Sam Astbury do 6 00
Basil Turner do 3 00
Wesley Robertson do 15 37
Clarence Chatto do 55 50
Harold Osgood do 15 00
Dan Murch do 3 00
Charles Snow, truck; 66 10
Freeman Ham do l i t 90
E S Grindle do 189 25
H Demmons do 123 00
M Phillips do 53 00
J Clough do 82 01
Ernest Grindle do 109 25
Lester Robertson, do 89 50
Elmer Duren, lab, trk 182 62
Clifton Nevells, team 54 93
G M Allen, m at’l 149 17
F Brown do 7 50
C Bacon, do 33 23
Elinor Brooks do 17 70
Fred Green do 1 05
Merrill &  Hinckley do 63 54
R D Hinckley, truck 40 00
Frank Turner, labor 7 87
Chas Dahlquist do 28 50
Loren Candage, do 16 12
A Astbury do 5 00
Lawrts Closson, labor 11 25
Stetson Grindle do 13 50
Frank Webber do 9 00
James Leighton do 13 12
Clyde Webber do 29 24
Paul Nevells do 6 00
Archie Long do 17 24
Everett Webster do 52 94
Merton Emerton, do 9 OC
Kermit Webber do 17 44
Carroll Dunbar do 5 25
Willis Witham do 18 55
Chester Hooper do 24 00
H Black do 1 87
Harvey Stover do 9 56
E S Drew do 18 19
Earl Howard do 75
Ed Owen do 3 00
Ernest Nevells do 15 00
G W Clay do 8 50
$5,643 26
WEST BLUEHLLL ROAD
Wendell Grindle $19 75 Hollis Demmons, trk 16 00
Elmore Saunders, trk 16 00 E S Grindle do 16 00
John Staples do 24 00 John Clough do 14 50
Lyman Carter, labor 12 75 J Burton, labor 12 00
Alonzo Gray do 18 00 Gerald Gray do 23 06
Carl Green do 8 63 Charles Gray do 11 06
Corrie Grindle do 11 06 Shirley Grindle 14 06
Victor Anderson do 75
West Bluehill road, labor and material . . . . $ 217 62
Highways and bridges, labor and m aterial............ 5,643 26
Regular appropriation ......................... $4,000 00
Special appropriation   1,750 00
$5,860 88
5,750 00
>
Overdrawn $110 88
STATE-AID ROAD
A. K. Saunders, Foreman. Completed, 1,950 feet.
Labor
A K. Saunders $201 ”00 Harvey .  Staples
Harold^ Osgood, 93,80: Charles Parker
Charles, Wardwell
( ' ?  '
91 35
V
Joseph Burton.
Walter.. Wescott 65, 80, Albert Robertson.
Ralph Howard
 
25 55 George Nevells
Harry Leach 15 40; 4 Edgar. Howard»
M orton .  G ray . 36 05, Lest e r  W escott
Philip Wessel 5 60 Ernest  Gray;
f  
R C Hinckley 75 95 Howard Blaisdell
Fred Luckins •
t
82 95 Ralph, Kief .
r
Merrill Turner 8, 65 Harold Duffy
Ralph Emerson
4  1  4
28 00
1
Jesse Wessel
9 9
Fred Hinckley 5 60
f  «• g
V
Comp and labor, State
Clarence Chatto
• *
91 00.
*  — 
Operator's  board
Frank Turner
4
37 80.
w
% " Trucks
Hollis Demmons $216 00 E S Grindle
Perley Prentiss' 194 85: Carol Dunbar
§
Charles Snow 198 45 Malcolm Saunders 1
Rufus Chatto 145 80
Total labor and trucks .. $2,1
Material
H B Davis $ 175 , Charles Snow
R B Dunning
t __
202 94.
r '
Charles Wescott
*
Allan Fiske 5 10- Merrill' & Hinckley
Charles Wardwell 1 00 E S Grindle
Charles Green 43 00 F S Hinckley
Fred Luckins 171 45-
#
Pd State for tar 4
Total material i f $8'
Appropriation by State 
Appropriation by town
Total received . 
Expended ......................
Balance unexpended
THIRD-CLASS ROAD 
A. K.- Saunders; Forem an. Completed, 1,050 feet. 
A K Saunders 
John Duffy, ‘labor 
R C Hinckley 
Morton Gray 
Emery Nevells 
Harold Osgood 
Frank ' Turner 
Victor Anderson 
Howard Blaisdell 
William Astbury 
Wilbury Robertson 
E S Grindle, truck 
Walter Snow 
Malcolm Saunders 
Hollis Demmons
Labor and material .,
Appropriation ............
♦
A K Saunders, m a t!
A B Herrick, do
’ R  B Dunning, do
•• 1 1  k
Geo Philbrook, labor
Harry Leach
Ernest Gray
Lewis Gillis
Harold Duffy
Lester Wescott
Dan Murch
Clarence Chatto
Hall Grindle
Lyman Chatto, truck
Perley Prentiss
Charles. Snow
Overdrawn .
EAST BLUEHILL ROAD
Tar and Repairs
Wendell Grindle 
Orrin Veazie, truck 
Elmore Saunders do 
Fred Owen do 
Charles Snow do 
E S Grindle do 
Chester Hooper 
E Robertson 
W Wescott 
Leon Bridges 
Victor Anderson 
D a n > Murch 
Wilbury Robertson 
A Robertson
Total expended,, labor and material 
Appropriated by town . f  .........  ;•
Lawrence Carter
*
Lyman Carter
John Staples, truck
Piper’s Express Co
Ralph Kief
Sheldon. Gray
Clyde Richards
Frank Mello
Raymond Stover
Lester Pettingill
Wesley ’ Robertson
Mrs Anderson, material
Tar to State
Overdrawn
36
STATE-AID MAINTENANCE 
A K Saunders $16 00 Frank Turner, labor
f
E S Grindle, trk 24 00
C M Conant, blade 6 00
9 00
Victor Anderson, labor 12 00 
Lowell Cousins 2S 2#
H L Morrison 24 06
Pd St Treas for patrol 760 20 
Pd St Treas, for comp 18 75
Lester Wescott, do 7 12
Wendell Grindle, trk 20 00
Lyman Carter, labor 12 00
Edward Hinckley, do 23 25
A Steadman, do 9 20
Roy Harriman, do 9 20
Fred Sylvester, do 53 60
Total labor and material, including State patrol.. $1,027 57
Appropriated by town   $1,000 00
Rebate from State .................................. 50 00
Unexpended
1,050 00
$22 43
THIRD-CLASS MAINTENANCE
Wendell Grindle, labor Orrin Veazie, trk 53 50
and truck $301 73 Roy Harriman 55 62
George Stover 20 00 Albert Conary 18 00
Ward Snow, labor 9 38 Ralph Kief 3 00
Earl Howard 10 50 Emery Carter 21 00
William Farnsworth 6 00 Lester Wescott 8 40
Winfield Robertson 2 80 Hollis Demmons, trk 28 80
George Philbrook 12 60 Lester Pettingill 14 25
Malcolm Saunders, trk 28 80 Elmore Saunders 8 00
Perley Prentiss, do 28 80 Fred Carter 24 12
Sheldon Gray 12 00 Victor Anderson 30 75
Archie Long 7 69 Harry Carter 12 00
Billings Garage, barrels 2 00 A Robertson 12 00
Lincoln Stover 3 00 Emery Nevells 12 00
Elmer Duren 12 00 Walter Snow 11 20
Merl Pert 11 43 Clarence Chatto 11 20
A K Saunders 20 00 Frank Mello 3 00
Frank Turner 11 20 John Staples, trk 40 00
Fred Green, rnat’l 12 79 E S Grindle, do 32 00
Rufus Hinckley 3 00 Freeman Ham, do 32 00
John Clough, trk 34 00 Wesley Robertson 12 00
Ralph Candage, do 28 00 Archie Candage 11 62
Clifton Nevells, team 12 56 Edgar Howard 10 50
37
Basil Abbott 11 25 A K  Saunders 6 37
Charles Parker 11 25 E S Grindle 8 00
Lyman Carter 121 87
Expended .......... $1,215 38
Transferred from special appropriation $500 00
Regular appropriation ............. 700 00
• 1,200 00
Overdrawn ........ $15 38
TARRING STREETS
Jesse Curtiss $ 3 00 Wendell Grindle 7 50
Oscar Billings, truck 12 00 Dunbar Bros, truck 8 00
Harry Carter 3 00 Lester Robertson 3 00
Ralph Emerson 3 00 Clyde Richardson 6 00
Percy Gray 3 00 Lyman Carter 3 00
Orrin Veazie, truck 8 oe . Linwood Leighton 3 00
Harvey Gray 2 62 Roy Harriman 3 00
Albert Robertson 3 75 George Stover, truck 10 00
Paid State for tar .. 318 13
Labor and material $400 00
Appropriation .............. 400 00
TARRING SPECIAL, RESOLVE ROAD
A K Saunders $ 2 50 Pd State for tar 52 19
P Carter 1 40 Harold Osgood 1 40
R Hinckley 1 40 W Astbury 1 40
Malcolm Saunders, trk 3 00 L Wescott 1 40
Perley Prentiss, trk 3 60 H Demmons, truck 3 60
Allen Fiske, m at’l 2 70 R Chatto, truck 3 60
Labor and material . $78 79
No appropriation
Overdrawn . . . . $78 79
SIDEWALKS
Jesse Wessel $13 75 Charles Bacon 2 06
Hollis Demmons, trk 9 00 E E Conary 5 25
H S Parker, nails 
Lester Wescott, labor 
Francis Gordon ■ 
Clifton Nevells, team 
John Parker, truck 
Harold Osgood, labor
Expended ......................
Appropriation ................
, »
Unexpended ....................    . . . . . .
J
A
*Catch basin and 255 ft of concrete walk.
> '
J i
< I
WINTER ROADS
EXPENDITURES
Piper’s Express . Co 
Clyde Richards 
Archie Candage 
Elmer Duren 
George Philbrook 
J Burton 
Harold Wescott 
Everett Webster 
Ed Monk 
Howard Saunders
Fred Carter
✓
Carl Green 
Clarence Chatto 
Fred Cooper 
Warren Gray 
Malcolm Saunders 
Julian Howard 
Paul Wescott 
A B Leach 
Charles Bacon 
Morris Cousins 
Basil Turner 
Charles Gray 
Ashman Clough 
Milton Horton 
Lester Grindle 
H Demmons
James Fleming
Charles Billings
Jesse Curtis
■ Ward Snow
Frank Gordon
John Staples
Forrest Atherton
John Anderson
Kermit Webber
Archie Candage
1 ■* • >• ' w 
Paul Woodward
n
Lawrence Dodge
Ernest Grindle
* 4
Earl Howard
Burley Young
Clarence Munroe
Calvin Gray
A B Leach
Cecil Gray
Herman A Gray
Lyman Carter
Hall Grindle
Roy Snow
Gerald1 Robertson
Raymond Stover
Harry Leach
Elmore Saunders
Emery Nevells
Harold Osgood
Merrill & Hinckley, m at’l 
Percy ' G ray ,: truck 
*W B Wescott, labor 
and material 
W Woodward
39
Loren Candage 3 00
George Herrick, cemetery
30 29
Clifford Nevells 1 79
O L Billings 2 25
R D Hinckley 8 25
Alton Gray 2 62
Fred Jones 2 62
Jesse Wessel 4 87
Lowell Cousins 337
Charles Duren
J
3-75
Wendell Woodward 2" 00
Frank Leighton 16 33
Melvin Robertson 1 12
G M Allen 3 33
Harvey Black 2 25
H Emerson 8 24
E S Grindle, trucks 77 25
Morris Stover 2 25
George Stover 19 00
A Hooper 13 5C
Archie Grindle 7 50
Gerald Bell 3 00
Lester Pettingill 4 87
Leon Bridges 21.99
9
Andrew Grindle 10 12
*
•
Merrill Leach , 7 06
i
Victor Anderson 12 94
Wendell Grindle
1 »  *
280 99
*
H Carter 4 87
J Duffy ' 6 02
William Bisset
»
3 19
«
Forrest Grindle 7 31
Lester Grindle 4 31
Lewis Gillis 1 5C
Philip Wescott 2 62
Charles Dahlquist
1
9 00
Harvey Gray 7 50
Corrie Grindle 26 4?
Dana Grindle 20 4^
James Saunders 9 37
Edward Hinckley 3 00
Pearl Anderson 6 7f
Harvey Staples 2 25
Lawrence Carter 6 00
L Carter 1 12
Harold Shaw 6 00
Arthur Owen 1 50
George Nevells 36 00
Thornton Cook 94
Brooks Candage 94
Albert Conary 1 50
Roy Harriman 21 38
E Robertson 1 87
Lercy Gray 4 50
Perley Prentiss 8 00
Walter Pierce 42 94
Alton Carter 15 75
W Wescott 9 00
Cecil Carter 1 50
Fred Lindsey 8 60
Edgar Howard 2 62
Sheldon Gray 33 45
Harry Gillis 13 87
Merton Emertoni 9 37
. »
Percy Gray 75
Morton Gray 7 12
Addison Saunders 7 50
Isaac Burton 6 37
Walter Snow 3 74
Earl Kittredge 6 37
Lester Wescott 80
E S Drew 5 30
W H Owen 8 20
Lycurgus Grindle 1 69
Thayer Hinckley 1 87
Ernest Nevells 30 00
Lester Robertson 16 00
William Wescott 4 50
A Robertson 6 27
Orrin Gray 6 84
W S Owen 4 50
Philip Wessel 2 62
Chester Hooper 16 50
-  /
40
Ralph Duffy 8 99 Orrin Yeazie 19 31
Hartley York 1 87 Eugene Carter 1 50
M Dunbar 14 06 Leon Carter 1 50
Emery Carter 1 50 Paris Carter 2 62
D Richards 13 50 Fred Owen 11 62
Don Wescott 6 94 Harry Patterson 2 44
Elmer Howard 5 06 Frank Turner 13 92
Laforrest Gray 29 43 Lionel Howard 5 06
Shirley Grindle 20 44 Gerald Gray 31 87
Alonzo Gray 3 93 R Rankin 5 25
Robert Nickerson 5 05 Cecil Grindle 13 50
Ray Veazie 4 50 Basil Abbott 2 25
Total expended $5,366 12
RECEIPTS
Appropriation ............ $3,000 00
Received from State .......... 975 51
3,975 51
Overdrawn $1,390 61
EAST BLUEHTT rï 1 ROAD, NEW CONSTRUCTION
Wendell Grindle $53 12 C M Conant, material 40 43
Albert Conary 35 25 John Staples, truck 60 OC
Lyman Carter 43 12 Ralph Candage 66 OC
Harry Carter 21 75 Elmer Duren, truck 101 00
Lcren Candage 29 25 Morton Gray 17 25
William Farnsworth 30 37 Clyde Webber 29 25
Howard Blaisdell 22 5C Ralph Emerson 17 25
Jay Carter 20 25 Ralph Kief 16 75
Wallace York 12 75 E J Carter 20 25
Sheldon Gray, truck 54 0C Fred Carter 17 25
Albert Robertson 27 75 J Burton 26 25
Eugene Carter 17 25 Raymond Carter 11 25
Emery Carter 15 75 W P Carter 9 75
Allan Atherton 6 OC Basii Abbott 10 50
Ernest Robertson 9 OC Merrill Leach 9 OC
Perley Prentiss 4 OC E S Grindle, truck 50 00
Lester Robertson 8 00 Harold Osgood 1 5C
Elinor Brooks, material 37 5C Orrin Veazie 2 25
Total labor and material $953 54
Appropriation ............ 1,000 00
Unexpended $46 46
WITHAM ROAD, EAST BLUEHILL 
A E Long, labor $14 63 Elmer Duren 25 00
A B Leach 14 26 Jesse Curtiss 12 08
Almerion Gray 3 75 William Farnsworth 17 75
Kermit Webber 42 9d Paris Carter 13 68
Loren Candage 48 93 Willis Witham 18 56
Frank Webber 76 68 Ralph Long 2 44
Albert Conary 46 88 Ralph Candage, truck 39 45
Hall Grindle 30 01 ----------------
Labor   $407 05
R B Long, m at’l 152 90 Ira Hamilton, do 38 93
F L Green, do 1 34 N H Bragg 20 01
W B Wescott, do 28 89 Piper’s Express 75
Material ................ ,  $242 82
Labor . . .       407 05
$649 87'
Appropriation   600 00
Overdrawn   $49 87
HIGH STREET BRIDGE
Labor
Wendell Grindle $19 90 Archie Candage 13 69
Lyman Carter 15 75 Addison Saunders 13 50
Merrill Leach 12 00 Roy Harriman 16 12
W B Wescott 60 William Leach 9 00
Clifton Nevells 10 50 Rufus Hinckley 12 00
Orrin Veazie 26 00 Elmore Saunders 1 12
Clyde Richards 13 50 Herman Nelson 9 00
E S Drew 9 00 Albert Robertson 13 31
Lawrence Carter 10 50 Harvey Stover 12 00
Joseph Burton 17 06
Material
A B Herrick 6 93 L Cousins 6 40
C M Conant Co 41 85 a
Labor and material . $289 83
Appropriation ..................................................................  200 00
Overdrawn 89 83
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WITHAM ROAD, EAST BLUEHILL
Lyman Carter $11 25 Merrill Leach 6 00
Jesse Curtiss ■ 7 50 E Kittredge 3 00
A Hooper, jr 8 00 Elmore Duren, truck 17 87
Loren Candage . 19 87 R Candage 24 00
Willis Witham 12 37 John Staples 24 00
Archie Long 4 13 Lincoln Stover 20 00
L E Leach. 11 25 George Bragg 3 00
Albert Conary 9 00 Elinor Brooks, m at’l 10 50
Frank Webber 8 25
Labor and Material .. . $199 99
Appropriation • 200 00
Balance .01
SCHOOLHOUSE ROAD, EAST BLUEHILL
Willis Witham $5 25 W Grindle, truck 7 50
Kermit Webber 6 00 R Candage 16 0C
Paris Carter 3 00 Mrs C Curtiss, gravel 1 05
Elmer Duren 6 00 Mrs E J Brooks do 5 40
Expended $50 20
Appropriation ....................     50 00
Overdrawn ...........      .20
TENNEY HILL. SPECIAL..APPROPRIATION
Wendell Grindle, Foreman
Wendell Grindle, $59 88 John Staples, truck 91 00
Dunbar Bros, truck 131 50 A Robertson 41 62
Emery Nevells 15 00 Ralph Kief 15 00
Lyman Carter 50 81 Orrin Veazie, truck 78 00
John Clough, truck 88 50 Elmore Saunders, trk 52 50
Linwood Leighton 18 75 Walter Wescott 13 69
Dan Murch 15 00 Lawrence Ham 12 00
Perley Prentiss, truck 32 00 Rufus Chatto, trk 36 50*
Ralph Emerson 19 50 Lester Robertson 16 69
Harry Carter 37 50 Percy Gray, truck 33
%
37
Ward Snow 10 69 Raymond Stover 37 69
Wesley Robertson 13 50 Cecil Grindle, truck 57 50
Oliver Cousins, truck 7 50 Edgar Howard 12 00
Charles Parker 36 19 Jesse Curtis 3 OC
Fred. Owen, truck 92 00 
Albert Conary 34 50
Elmer Duren 34 50
E S Drew 27 75
Basil Abbott 34 6C-» **
Arthur Hooper, jr 32 44
Ernest Robertson ' 19 69
Frank Mello 28 50
Morton Gray 16 69
Charles Osgood, team 6 00 
Charles Bacon, mat’l 1 36 
Tar from State 261 00
> I ■■ ■    I
Expended ' ............................   ,   2,000 01
Appropriation   $2,000 00
.
C. W A. PROJECT
East Bluehill Road 
A. K. Saunders, Foreman. Completed, 2,000 Feet 
A K Saunders, laboi 
Harold Osgood do 
Ralph Higgins do 
A B Conary do 
L Ham do'
Albert Robertson do 
Roy Harriman do 
Ernest Robertson do 
Frank Mello do 
Ralph Kief, do 
Raymond Stover do 
Harvey Staples do 
Francis Gordon do
I
Labor paid for by C W A ............................................ $2,435 80
Trucks   758 60
Total labor and trucks by C W A ................ 3,194 40
Material paid by C W A ................................................ $559 11
Material paid by town ..................................................  98 63
Total material .........    $657 74
• « ...............
, In addition to  $98.63 paid by.itown, there was gravel from
town pit, $387.88. Actual cost to-town, $98.63. Actual cost
to C. W. A ., $3,753.51. Total, finished road, $2,000.
r $219;60 Somes Emerton do 120 00
183 00 John Parker do 42 00
81 20> R A Emerton, do 123 00
86 00 Harold Duffy do 103 60
120 00 Lyman Chatto do 103 00
129 00 Jesse Curtis, do 115 8C
120 00 Earl Billings do 102 60
123 60 Lyman Carter, do 78 OC
131 00 E S Grindle, truck 211 90
114 00 Rufus Chatto do 197 50
102 00• Charles Snow, do 157 8C
120
% # 
00 Perley Prentiss 186 90
123 00
SUMMARY
43
Lester Pettingill 16 69
Roy Harriman 19 12
Clyde Richards 32 63
Wilbury Robertson 28; 50
Merrill Leach 18 00
Isaac Burton 19 69
Joseph Burton 29' 44
Paris Carter 28 69
Morris Phillips, truck 37’ 50
Fred Carter 13 50
Bessie Carter, material 74 25
C N Conant, culverts 56 ’ 00
E. R. A. PROJECT
NORTH BLUEHILL ROAD
A K Saunders, Labor 
Ward Snow, do 
Lawrence Ham do 
Earl Billings do 
L R Grindle do 
Merl Pert do 
Walter Wescott do 
James Saunders do 
Ralph Emerson do 
Morton Gray do 
Lester Wescott do 
Albert Robertson do 
E W Howard do 
H P Duffy, do 
Julian Howard do 
W A Snow do 
Wesley Robertson do 
Elmore Saunders do 
Jesse Wessel, do 
Frank Turner do 
C Emery Nevells do 
George Duffy do
$144 00 
120 00 
31 50 
42 00 
21 00 
21 00 
21 00 
42 00 
31 50 
42 00 
42 00 
42 00 
21 00 
42 00 
42 00 
21 00 
21 00 
31 50 
21 00 
31 50 
21 00 
42 00
Frank Day, jr do
4 «
Lionel Howard do 
Chester Hooper do 
Arthur Hooper, jr ., 
Alton R Carter do 
Charles Wardwell do 
Archie Grindle do 
Sheldon Gray do 
Ralph Kief do 
R W Stover do 
Harry Carter do 
Ernest Robertson do 
Basil Abbott do 
Charles Snow, truck 
C C Dunbar do
i
Orrin Veazie do 
Freeman Ham do 
Perley Prentiss do 
H Demmons do 
Cecil Grindle do 
Seth Hodgdon do 
Ernest Grindle do
21 00 
52 50 
21 00 
do 21 0C 
21 00 
21 00 
21 00 
21 00 
10 50 
10 50 
21 00 
21 00 
10 50 
120 00 
120 00 
120 00 
120 00 
90 00 
90 00 
60 00 
120 00 
60 00
SUMMARY
Labor paid for by E R A ................
Trucks and drivers paid by E R A
$1,167 00 
900 00
Total labor .........................................................  $2,067 00
Material paid for by E R A .......................................... 75 25
Total paid by E R A   $2,142 25
Material by town ............................................................ 164 85
$2,307 10
Total on both projects paid by C W A and E R A  $6,060 61 
Total on both projects paid by town   263 48
\*
SPECIAL APPROPRIATIONS
SPRAYING TREES
F A Bartlett   $200 00
Appropriation ........................................................................  200 00
45
$100 by town and Village Improvement Society.
DENTAL CLINIC
Dr E A Saunderis   $75 00
Appropriation .......................................................................... 75 00
NURSING SERVICE
Paid Miss F Morse   $300 00
Appropriation .........................................................................  300 00
MEMORIAL DAY
Paid H K Duffy Post A L    $75 00
Appropriation ..........................................................................  75 00
EAST BLUEHILL LIBRARY
Paid treasurer   $25 00
Appropriation ..........................................................................  25 00
BURIAL SOLDIER’S WIDOW
Paid L W Jordan & Sons   $75 00
Reimbursed by State Treasurer   75 00
SEASIDE CEMETERY 
Geo I Herrick, sexton $134 75 Albert Robertson 25 00
Joseph Burton 15 OC W Robertson 1 50
Hall Grindle 12 00 W L Robertson 5 25
Jesse Wessel 12 OC Horton Emerson 10 50
Clyde Webber 4 50 ----------------
Expended   $220 50
Appropriation   200 00
Overdrawn   $20 50
PERPETUAL CARE ACCOUNT
Paid George I Herrick ..................................................  103 50
Clyde Webber ........................................................... 1800
$121 50
Drawn from Perpetual Care f u n d   $121 50
FIRE DEPARTMENT
D Jordan, chief, pay rolls ........................................  $436 59
F Maddox, janitor, , . * ..........  . .v ............. 97 50
N E T & T C o ................................................................... 39 65
Bangor Hydro-Elec C o ...........................   62 23
Cousins’ Agency, insurance .......................................... 226 30
E S Grindle, coal ..........................................................  104 00
Woodhouse M anfg Co, supplies   12 41
Continental Motor Co, supplies   12 87
Charles Dodge, labor and material  ........................  20 03
Davis Fire Pump Co, su p p lie s    10 80
Moor Electric Co, su p p lie s ............................................ ' 12 55
Merrill & Hinckley, insurance and supplies . . . .  88 84
Piper’s Ex Co, supplies     126 06
Charles Wescott, supplies and l a b o r    7 75
Billings Garage, su p p lie s ..............................................  15 10
Chester Parker, labor   1 00
William Bell, s t r a p s ..................  *..........................  75
Partridge Drug C o .....................................................   60
A F Townsend, labor and m a te r ia l  7 86
W T Robertson, p a in t   3 30
T o t a l .......................................................................  $1,285 19
Appropriation   1,250 00
Overdrawn   $35 19
FOREST FIRE ACCOUNT
Merrill & Hinckley, ex­ Archie Candage 11 12
tinguishers $43 20 Frank Leighton 14 24
Don Jordan 9
»
87
* Don Wescott 14 99
Harold Bisset 16 24 Orman Gray 16 24
Gale M Hinckley 7 50 Basil Turner 4 50
Morris Phillips 15 74 Charles Billings 3 00
H Duffy 7 62 Raymond Stover 9 00
W Bisset 9 12 D Smith 9 00
Lester Bisset 6 37 Cecil Hooper 4 83
W Stover, jr 11 87 William Astbury 1 12
H Scammon 16 24 Harry Carter 13 87
Philip Wessel 11 87 Clyde Richards 2 06
James Billings 2 50 Orrin Patterson 1 14
•
$263 25
Appropriation ........ 200 00
Overdrawn .. $63 25
K47
HEATING PLANT FOR FIRE HOUSE
H J Scammon, material and la b o r   $250 00
A p p rop ria tion .........................................................................  200 00
Overdrawn $50 00
STREET LIGHTS
Paid Bartgor Hydro-Electric CO   $800 83
Appropriation .........................................................................  800 00
Overdrawn ..........................................................  $ .83
MOTHERS’ AID
Paid State treasurer   $774 00
Appropriation     632 00
•  v
—  i  ■ i , . i
* *
Overdrawn ...................................................  $142.00
zz;------------
TEMPORARY LOANS
Union Trust Co .........      $5,000.00
Bar Harbor Banking Trust C o ..............................  5,000.00
*
$10,000 Q0.
Paid from 1934 taxes    $10,000 00
Paid from 1934 taxes* interest ..........  320 84
$10,320.84
POOR ACCOUNT
Josie Leach, for Leach c h ild r e n ................................  $185 00
Robert Astbury and wife, paid Mrs Thomas Ast-
bury    260 00
Walter Wescott, p rov is ion s ...........................................  11 00
Cora Carter, paid M rs’B Butler for b o a r d ..............  250 00
Belle Green, paid Mrs Goldie Lindsey ....................  418 80
Alvaro Carter, paid provisions and clothing ___  171 83
Lawrence Ham:, provisions ..........................................  76 34
Raymond Myrick, board to Burley Young and hos­
pital expense \   267 82
Ernest Gray and wife, provisions ............................  87 79
Harry Patterson, family supplies and medical care 465 10
48
Albert Robertson, groceries ........................................ 49 17
State Treasurer, for Georgia Mello’s c h i ld ..............  168 20
Alice Carter, for tramps ..............................................  6 75
Francis Hinckley, board to Mrs. Hartley ..............  150 00
Fay Carter, provisions ..................................................  56 15
Roland Hooper, L W Jordan &  Sons, burial ___  80 00
Foster M Smith, board at Alice Carter’s hospital
and burial .....................................................................  479 40
Llewellyn Carter, hospital expense and burial . . . .  317 00
Ralph Higgins, hospital expense and b u r ia l   312 65
$3,813 00
War Veterans Relief
H Clark .......................................... .......... $66 00
J Astbury ........................................ .......... 7 00
Merrill & H in ck ley ......................... .......... 13 99
Walls Co ......................................... .......... 20 00
Wm Owen ...................................... ..........  23 00
E E McIntyre ................................ .......... 39 89
Lydia L is c o m b .......................................... 60 00
Partridge Drug Store .................... 50
Charles P a r k e r ............................... .......... 2 00
Ethel Hinckley ................................, ___  5 01
Max Abram ................................... ..........  62 00
H S Parker .................................... .......... 259 67
Leroy Gray ..................................... .......... 16 00
State Treasurer ............................ .. .. 3 71
Mrs T Astbury, j r ......................... .......... 30 00
Bluehill hospital .......................... .......... 113 00
Clara Allen ................................... ..........  36 00
Dr Littlefield ............................... ..........  145 50
E S G r in d le ...................................... .......... 5 25
908 62
$4,721 62
RECEIPTS
Appropriation ..........................................  $4,500 00
Refund on R Higgins account   33 68
4,533 68
Overdrawn $187 94
OUT OF TOWN POOR ACCOUNTS 
In account with Town of Hampden for Mrs. Ellis:
49
Pd H S P a rk e r   $137 85
Ethel Hinckley   18 00
Merrill & Hinckley ...............................................  12 35
Julia Saunders   1 42
$169 62
Balance due 1934   23 91
$193 53
Received from Hampden   141 47
Balance due   $52 06
In Account with City of Portland for M. Treworgy:
Pd H S P a rk e r   $188 50
Dr Bliss .....................................................................  100 00
Memorial hospital ..................................................  42 00
$330 50
Balance due 1934 .........................................................  26 34
$356 84
Received from Portland ..............................................  363 07
Overpaid ................................................................. $6 23
STATE ACCOUNT
Alton Cole account:
H S Parker .................................................................... $72 99
Dr Littlefield ................................................................  25 00
»
Memorial hospital  .....   48 00
L W J o r d a n ...................................................................  23 00
Balance due 1934 .......................................................  109 00
$277 99
Vivian Munn account:
Mrs Eaton ..............................................  $ 24 00
Merrill & Hinckley ............................  15 80
Balance due 1934   393 08
432 88
Total due ............................................................... $710 87
Credit by cash ........................................................................  306 72
Applied by State to road and mothers’ aid acct .. $404 15
WHARFINGER REPORT
Recd from O L Billings, land rent ..
L Chapman, land rent .. 
R L Astbury, wharfage .. 
Roy Allen, wharfage
Commission to  O L Billings .
OFFICERS’ SALARIES
E L Linscott, salary ........
W H Osgood, salary ........
E R A  and town expense 
F S Hinckley, salary . . . .
E G Williams, salary . . . .
W E Stover, tax collector ..
Mrs Mabel Long, salary and e x p e n se .......................
Harold Parker,, sealer of weights and m easures.. 
Harold Ledien, constable .
I E Stanley, salary ..........
Postage expense ..............
Appropriation
Overdrawn
CURRENT EXPENSES
EXPENDITURES
Walter Leighton, salary school board .
William Wescott, do .
Mrs Lena Snow, do ..
N E Tel &, ¡Tel .Co . . . .
Phyllis Hinckley, typing warrant ........
Edward Show; postage town reports..
Hancock Co i?itb Co, town reports . . . .
Elwin Emerson,- janitor to w n 'h a ll, 'ca re  grounds 
Merrill & Hinckley, supplies for h a ll..
Bangor Hydro-Electric Co, town hall
Phyllis Hinckley, check list ..................................
Loring, Short & Hannon, office supplies............
Harold Ledien, services as con sta b le ...................
I E Stanley, labor and material, h a ll..................
N E Tel & Tel Co .....................................................
Miss Julia Saunders, town clerk expense ..........
Merrill & Hinckley, supplies for hall ................
Hancock Co Pub Co, assessors’ notice .........
Bangor Hydro-Electric Co, lights for hall. ......
Clarence Howard, staking gravel p it  . . . . . .
I E Stanley, labor on hall pump ..........................
N E Tel & Tel Co ......................................................
Edward Snow, office supplies ............ .'.................
Julia Saunders, town clerk expense ..................
Merrill & Hinckley, supplies for hall  ...... .........
Bangor Hydro-Electric Co, lights for h a ll........
L H Sibley, South Bluehill cemetery .......... ..
Randall Eaton, work on snow rem oval..............
Clark, the Printer, stationery ..............................
N E Tel & Tel Co .....................................................
W H Osgood, expense, car hire and p ostage ... 
Edward Snow, stationery and office supplies..
Loring, Short & Harmon, stationery  ..........
Loring, Short & Harmon, stationery  ........
W H Osgood, care o f town c l o c k . . . . ..................
Merrill & Hinckley, supplies for h a l l  .
Bangor Hydro-Electric Co, lights for h a ll.,... 
C L Bacon, labor tow n hall ............ .....................  % t ‘
Miss Julia Saunders, services town c l e r k . , , , . .  
Ashman Clough, repairs on Dodge spring, . , .  
A B Herrick, labor and material, town hall.,.., 
W T Robertson, signs town pit ............................
Alvah P Soper, ballot clerk ..................................
%
F N Bowden, do .................................................  .
John F Wood, do ..................   , ----, ...........
*
Leslie Candage, do .................. ..................  ........
E S Grindle, car hire ..............................................
N E Tel & Tel Co ............................................... .
Bangor Hydro-Electric Co, lights for h a ll..........
E S Grindle, trucking town hall ................
.Merrill & Hinckley, supplies for hall ..............
Mary D Conary, cleaning Curtis house .............
C L Bacon, labor on dam and closets.................
7  -  *■ -
N E Tel & Tel Co .......................................................... 40
Merrill & Hinckley, supplies for h a ll  ' 15
Miss Julia Saunders, town clerk .....................................  23 65
Clarence Munroe, tree work, highway  ............ 29 00
W A Ricker, tuning town piano   5 00
N E Tel & Tel Co .......................................................... 15
Loring, Short & Harmon, town clerk record book 5 00
Merrill & Hinckley, supplies for hall ...................... 3 23
Bangor Hydro-Electric Co, lights for h a ll  10 80
F N Bowden, ballot clerk ............................................ 3 50
A P Soper, do .................................................................  3 50
Fred (Carter, do   3 50
Archie Long, do ............................................................  3 50
I E Stanley, labor and material, town hall  17 70
Phyllis Hinckley, check list ...................................... 3 00
Miss Julia Saunders, postage and stationery  5 80
N E Tel & Tel Co   1 90
E L Sugden, surveying town lines .......................... 18 00
Horace Herrick, do ...................................................... 18 00
Harold Osgood, labor on town lines...................... 6 00
H W Emerson, repairs on town h a ll.......................... 3 25
Merrill & Hinckley, supplies for town h a ll  7 63
Fred S Hinckley, labor 'on town lines  7 50
Nat Used Car, market report book .......................... 7 50
Baltimore Sales Co, tax receipt books....................  4 85
Ward Snow, labor on town lines   3 00
Miss Julia Saunders, births and deaths record ... 9 45
Dunbar Bros, wood for town hall ..........................  52 50
W H Osgood, car hire, Augusta, C W A expense,
tel and bridge tolls .................................................. 22 55
Loring Candage, police duty July 4 .......................... 3 00
Harold Ledien, salary as constable and dog officer 16 50
N E Tel & Tel Co   1 25
Bangor Hydro-Electric Co, lights for h a ll  4 08
Merrill & Hinckley, supplies for hall    1 35
Loring, Short h  Harmon, town order book   6 50
E S Grindle, wood for town hall   60 00
Frank Maddox, labor on rest house at park   , 5 00
N E Tel & Tel Co   1 60
Merrill & Hinckley, supplies for hall   1 13
Ashman Clough, repairs town hall ........................  8 40
C L Bacon, do   1 89
W T Robertson, repairs town hall   13 30
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Bangor Hydro-Electric Co, lights for ha ll  5 72
George McLellan, road signs   10 13
Lionel Howard, wood for town hall   52 5C
Miss Julia Saunders, town clerk   15 00
N E Tel & Tel Co .......................................................  ' 35
Bangor Hydro-Electric Co, lights for h a ll  7 00
%
Merrill & Hinckley, supplies for town h a ll  85
Dr Littlefield, health officer, care of scarlet fever 
cases, disinfecting, vaccination and vital sta­
tistics ..............................................................................  78 75
Miss Julia Saunders, vital statistics   2 75
C L Bacon, tree work   5 50
Partridge Drug Co, supplies for board of health 6 85
Piper’s Express Co, cartage and exp on F E R A 20 81
N E Tel & Tel Co   3 30
W E Stover, adjustment on abatements ..............  6 98
Chester Parker, school board salary, 1934  25 00
Mrs Lena Snow, do   25 00
Walter Leighton, do .................................................... 25 00
Fred S Hinckley, use of car and team ..................  6 00
R V N Bliss, vital statistics ...................................... 8 00
Loring, Short & Harmon, stationery   1 20
Merrill & Hinckley, supplies for hall ....................  2 50
Total expense ..................................................................  $1,709 64
RECEIPTS
Appropriation   $1,000 00
R R and tel tax ......................................  27 90
Refund on dog licenses .................   63 75
Hall rent ....................................................  186 00
Joseph Curtis house sold ......................  350 00
Total receipts 1,627 65
Overdrawn ............................................................. $81 99
NOTES AND INTEREST 
In Account with Union Trust Company
DR.
Note on MÜ11 Island bridge, due Sept 14, 1934 . .  $1,000 00
Note on Mill Island bridge, due Oct 4, 1935 ..........  1,000 00
54
Note on fire engine, due Feb 1 ,1935   1,000 00
Note on fire engine, due Feb 1, 1936 ......................  1,000 00
$4,000 00
CR.
Paid fire engine note, Feb 1, 1935 .........................    $1,000 00
Paid Mill Bridge note, Sept 14, 1934    1,000 00
Interest   261 92
$2,261 92
RECEIPTS
  $2,200 00
..................  90 00
   300 00
2,590 00
Unexpended ......................................................... $328 08
»
 — — — — ■ I I I
I
NOTES STILL DUE THE UNION TRUST COMPANY
Mill Island bridge, due Oct 4, 1935 ..........................  $1,000 00
Fire engine, due Feb 1, 1936 .....................................   1,000 00
$2,000 00
Payment of the above notes cleans up the debt on 
Mill Island bridge and fire engine.
Tem porary loan on 1935 tax, authorized by special
town meeting, October 30/ 1934 ............................ $2,250 00
SCHOOL ACCOUNTS
Supplies Account
J L Hammett $66 22 E L Linscott $34 71
M ilton Bradley Co 35 17 Webster Pub Co . 1 10
Eastern Mfg Co 11 70 L W Singer Co 1 77
E E Babb & Co 65 38 School Service Go 3 13
Kenney Bros & Walkins 66 44 McKinley Pub Co 10 58
Kenney Bros & Walkins 31 07
ft
Gaylord Bros. Inc 88
E L Linscott 20 10 Eollete Pub Co 8 67
Ginn & Co 50 41 Eastern Mfg Co 11 65
Eastern M fg Co 11 70 College Examination Co 1 25
Rollins & Co 29 97 Culture Promotion Co 12 76
Appropriation .. 
Interest on stock 
Refund on stock
r
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Hancock Pub Co 14 38 College Entrance Book Co 4 78
Howard & Brown 11 10 Moor Electric Co 95
Fred L Green 6 68 Fred L Gr^en 3 61
Moor Electric Co 2 10
*
Hancock Co Pub Co 5 50
I E Stanley. 16 .56 Archie Long 49
à
25
Eastern Mfg Co 11 "70 E E Babb & Co 100 07
J L Hammett Co 4 59 Milton Bradley Co 122 61i
Piper’s Express Co 64 34
4
Eastern Mfg Co 11
*
90
Milton Bradley Co 57 88 Moor Electric Co
\
2
•  *
40
E E Babb & Co 61 84 ■ Ladies’ Social Library 7 50
Merrill & Hinckley 18 87 Milton Bradley Co
V
32
•
28
L D Crook 15 00 Dustbane Mfg Co 15 00
Bangor Hydro-Elec Co 29 2C Southwestern Pub Co 42’ 72
Don Wescott f 8 00 A M Palmer Co 14 98
Moor Electric Co 2 45 Papercrafters Inc 34 91
E E Babb & Co 48 62 C L Bacon 88 51
Dolge Co 10 84 Piper’s Express Co 75 50
Bangor Hydro-Elec Co 14 97 i
$1,486 25
Janitors
E K Drew $105 50
ft
Hattie Gray 3 50
H Emerson 79 00 Jarvis Carter 8 75
Philip Ratcliff 63 0C Katherine Tapley 5 5C
W Lee 10 00 Leman Grindle 26 OC
Phyllis Hooper 5 50 M .Astbury 3 5C
Fred Snow 5 5C Katherine Wescott 3 5C
1
$319 25
Conveyance M
Rose Pert $510 00
■
Mrs D Emerton 15:
*
75
Lowell Cousins 673 00 Arthur Hooper 136 00
Ernest Grindle 216 0C
^  ■
Edward Hinckley
f  *  *
226 85
t
Roy Harriman 162 OC
#
Brooks Candage 155 00
A
Cousins’ Agency 49 OC
*
Harold Conary 68 90
m
1  1
$2,212 50
%
%
Teachers’ Wages
Mrs L Bowden $720 00 Ethel Carter 604 80
Sarah Snow 680 00 Hattie Gray 470 93
Ethel Stover 288 00 Katherine Wescott 504 OC
Roxie Hinckley 544 OC Jeanette Sellers 360 00
Arleane Nickerson 478 00 Martha Simmons 252 00
Argie Clifford 216 0C Margaret McIntyre 216 00
Ella Condon 306 OC Della Gray 289 5C
Eleanor Hill 378 00
•
Ellen Ledien 28 0C
Huldah Bartlett 576 GO
$6,911 23
Fuel Account
Ralph Long $32 37 W E Wescott 45 00
Ralph Long 10 50 Wendell Grindle 20 25
E S Grindle 46 0C Jarvis Carter 1 00
Horton Emerson 2 5C Harry Drew 3 50
Brooks Candage 56 00 G M Allen & Son 16 00
E S Grindle
«
49 50 Orrin Veazie 1 50
Brooks Candage 12 00 Roy Grindle 21 00
Fired Candage 28 00 Elwin Emerson 1 50
Walter Staples 42 00 William Wescott 90 00
E S Grindle 22 00 Orrin Gray 25 75
E S Grindle 12 75 Horton Emerson 6 50
W E Wescott 6 7c
4 $552 37
C. W. A. and E. R . A. Accounts
Merrill & Hinckley $234 31 F L Stover 44 28
Harold Conary 2 18 A B Herrick 59 17
W T Robertson 7 7C J Hammett Co 36 2?
Brooks Wescott 11 62 C L Bacon 12 98
$408 52
Text-Books
American Book Co $ 3 55 Oxford Book Co 7 5 4
Gregg Pub Co 10 27 F A Owen Rubber Co 3 45
W  W Hatfield 6 45 Iroquois Pub Co 20 98
Ginn & Co 50 78 Hall McCreary Co 3 15
Southwestern Pub Co 23 87 Buckley Cardy Co 5 28
McMillan Co 17 75 Silver Burdett Co 3 82
F C Compton Co 70 84 C E Gregg Co 8 98
G inn & Co 45 36 McMillan Co 17 80
Houghton Mifflin Co 14 55 Lyons & Carnahan 27 29
Harcourt Brace Co 4 29 Ginn & Co 52 5 4
Allyn & Bacon 11 7C Allyn & Bacon 37 73
Gregg Pub Co 3 12 American Book Co 22 1C
Silver Burdett Co 7 49 John C Winston Co 25 81
Benj Sanborn Co 11 69 World Book Co 28 37
World Book Co 22 33 Benj Sanborn Co 43 17
American Book Co 7 58 ----------------
$619 63
R«j?airs Account
Merrill & Hinckley, floor o i l ........................................ $ 6 60
John Sylvester, labor   1 75
Bangor Hydro-Elec Co, lights   63 12
Archie Long, in su ra n ce   73 88
Merrill & Hinckley, supplies   28 13
C L Bacon, labor and material   48 63
I E Stanley, labor and m a te r ia l  35 26
J L Hammett Co, su p p lie s   71 08
Merrill & Hinckley, supplies   20 30
Brooks Candage, labor   9 00
E L Linscott, postage, express, e t c ............................ 19 50
Bangor Hydro-Elec Co ..................................................  16 52
C F Wescott, la b o r   3 75
Bangor Hydro-Elec Co .................................................. 10 12
I E Stanley, labor and m a te r ia l.................................  9 41
Lizzie Grindle, cleaning schools ................................  251
A K Saunders, m a te r ia l.................................................  7 75
Ralph Kief, sanitary ...................................................... 15 00
Merrill & Hinckley, insurance .................................... 28 13
Bangor Hydro-Elec Co ..................................................  9 72
C L Bacon, labor and material ................................  84 91
Nettie Leach, cleaning s c h o o ls ..................................  2 00
Ralph Kief, s a n ita r y ...................................................... 5 00
Mrs Henry Carter, cleaning s c h o o ls .......................... 2 50‘
Frank Webber, labor ...................................................... 2 50
Kermit Webber, labor ..................................................  5 25
Josie Leach, cleaning s c h o o ls ...................................... 2 50-
Bangor Hydro-Elec Co  .................................................  10 20
R C Hinckley, cleaning s c h o o ls .................................. 46 00
Walter Leighton, labor and m a te r ia l........................ 6 90
I E Stanley, labor and m a te r ia l.................................  10 98
Florence Long, cleaning school ................................  1 50
Jesse Wessel, brush and banking s c h o o l ..................  2 00
Leroy Gray, brush and banking school ..................  4 00
F B Sylvester, labor, South Bluehill school ..........  1 50
$667 90
SUMMARY OF SCHOOL ACCOUNTS
RECEIPTS
Town appropriation, common schools ..
State school fund 
Text-books . . . . . .
S u p p lie s ..................
R e p a irs ..................
Supplies sold Brooklin ..........
Rebate from fire in su ra n ce ......................
Rebate from school bus insurance . . . .
Credit on San S o l .........................
Interest on public school fund .
EXPENDITURES
Janitors ..................
Teachers’ wages ..
Conveyance ............
F u e l .........................
Repairs ....................
S u p p lie s ..................
Text-books ..............
Free., high school .
C W A and E R A .
Town of Sedgwick, tuition
Total expenses ........
Unexpended ..
«
RENT OF BLUEHILL ACADEMY
0
Paid I E Stanley .
Appropriation ........
*
BLUEHILL ACADEMY INSURANCE ACCOUNT
>
C L Bacon, labor and material . 'h11 n n
W Ricker, bal due on piano ........
Balance, 1933 . . .  
Balance ..
»59
FREE HIGH SCHOOL
Balance due 1934 . ......................................................... $ 900 00
1934 a p p rop ria tion      4,000 00
1934 State school f u n d    450 00
. % ♦
d
T o t a l   $5,350 00
Paid G W Clay, trea su rer   5,350 00
> t * . * *
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
ASSETS
Balance in treasury Feb 2, 1935 ..........................  $5,387 17
Uncollected tax for 1932 ............................................. 83 75
Uncollected tax for 1933................................................... ■ 719 93
Uncollected tax for 1934 ...........................................  3,539 90
Due from town, of Hampden .................... t , 52 06
■ 7 1  . 1 p ■
Total assets ..........................................................  $9,782 81
LIABILITIES
Due Mill. Island bridge note   $1,000 00
Due fire engine n o t e   1,000 00
Due Union Trust Co, temporary loan 2,250 00
Total liabilities .................................................. 4,250 00
Excess of assets over lia b ilit ie s ....................  $5,532 81
In addition to the above the town owns 150 shares Preferred 
Stock o f the Union Trust Co, par value $10 per share.
We have received in 1934, $300 reduction o f premium on stock, 
and $90 dividends on stock.
\SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTS
Available Expended
Officers’ salaries   $3000 00 $3260 60
Town expense ..............................  . . . .  1627 65 1709 64
Poor accounts and war r e l i e f ............  4500 00 4687 94
School accts, including State funds 14043 32 13637 65
Free high school . . . .   .......................... 5350 00 5350 00
Third-class m a in ten a n ce ......................  1200 00 1215 38
State-aid maintenance   1050 00 1027 57
State-aid highway .................................  3118 32 3093 91
Third-class road   1963 97 2052 85
Winter roads ...........................................  3975 51 5366 12
Highways and bridges ......................... 5750 00 5859 58
Tarring streets ........................................ 400 00 400 00
East Bluehill road, tar and repairs .. 1200 00 1550 92
Seaside cemetery ....................................  200 00 220 50
Perpetual care      121 50 121 50
South Bluehill cemetery     20 00
Street lights ..............................................  800 00 800 83
Fire department ....................................  1250 00 1285 10
Forest fire ..................................................  200 00 263 25
Heating plant, fire h o u s e ....................  200 00 250 00
Memorial Day .....................   75 00 75 00
Dental clinic ............................................ 75 00 75 00
Four-town nursing service   300 00 300 00
Sidewalks ................... •  250 00 212 28
East Bluehill library   25 00 25 00
Rent of Bluehill academy   120 00 120 00
Notes and interest ................................  2200 00 2261 92
Temporary loans, 1934 ......................... 10000 00 10504 18
Overlay   2547 44 ..........
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TOWN CLERK’S REPORT
Year Ending: December 31, 1934
VITAL STATISTICS 
BIRTHS
Total Resident Non-Resident 
Male 22 12 10
Females 11 3 8
33 15 18
DEATHS
Deaths recorded: Male, 18; female, 18; total, 36.
Deaths in Bluehill: Resident, 20; non-resident, 7; total, 27.
Bodies brought to Bluehill, 7.
Deaths of residents dying in other towns, 2.
Deaths in Bluehill, acording to age: Under 10, 4; 20 to 30, 3;
30 to 40, none; 40 to 50, 1; 50 to 60, 1; 60 to 70, 5; 70 to 80, 7; 
80 to 90, 6.
MARRIAGES
Total recorded, 34.
DOG LICENSES 
Number of dogs licensed, 131.
Number of kennels licensed, 2.
Respectfully submitted,
JULIA B. SAUNDERS,
Town Clerk.
AUDITOR’S REPORT
I have examined the accounts of the municipal officers o f 
the town of Bluehill, as detailed in the foregoing report. I 
found the books systematically, accurately and neatly kept, 
and a sufficient voucher on file for each disbursement.
Respectfully submitted,
FORREST B. SNOW,
Auditor.
Bluehill, Maine, February 7, 1935.
FIRE CHIEFS REPORT
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
I hereby submit my report as' ehief of the Bluehill fire de­
partment for the year ending February 2, 1935:
We havei had 32 alarms. Of these 5 were working fires, 
20 were chimney fires, 7 were forest fires. We have laid and 
wet 1,650 feet of 2y2 inch hose, using our pumper for 9y2 
hours, also using our booster tank for house fires, 3y2 hours, 
and for forest fires 2 hours.
I wish to state at this time that we need 500 feet of hose 
and some other small equipment.
The new Crane heating plant was installed' this fall, and 
has proved very satisfactory.
In closing I wish to  thank your honorable board of select­
men, the assistant chief and members of the1 fire1 company 
for their cooperation during the year.
Respectfully submitted,
DONALD A. JORDAN,
Chief Fire Department.
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SCHOOL REPORT*
REPORT OF THE 
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Silver intending School Committee
Walter Leighton,' term-'expires March, 1935
Lena Snow, term- expires March, 1936
Chester Parker,1 term expires March, 1937
* %
Officer^ of the Board
Walter Leighton, Chairman
*  * i  i, v  »
E . L . Linscptt;, Secretary
* *
Superintendent of Schools
Edward L. Linscott
Attendance Officer
Harold Ledien
I •
School Year and Teachers
All the students have had the usual length of fiscal and 
school year— thirty-six weeks. Eight o f the twelve teachers
t * ■ *
have taught the same school for the fiscal year, one has been 
transferred. All the teachers have had normal or college 
training, six of the twelve being normal graduates.
Requirements have changed with respect to the qualifica­
tions of teachers. From now on all teachers who desire to re­
ceive a diploma as evidence of completion of a normal course
must spend three years in training, instead of two as here-
* »
to fore .
T
' There is a rather unique arrangement prevailing at Castine
normal school which enables a teacher to receive training in
* » '
service and still not be required to give up her position or for­
feit her salary. This is effected by means of a teacher-stu- 
dent interchange. A senior at the normal school takes the 
position of the regular teacher, the latter attending classes 
at the normal school for a period o f six weeks, receiving six 
hours of credit towards graduation.
The regular teacher provides a boarding place for the stu­
dent; that is the extent of the teacher’s financial responsi-
l 1 •
Ibility in the matter. But, on the other hand, the teacher pays 
no board or tuition at the normal school, and still continues 
to draw her salary the same as usual. In this manner she can 
in a comparatively short time complete requirements for grad­
uation .
School Exhibition
The annual school exhibition was held at the town hall on 
Thursday evening, May 31. Each school in town had a part 
in the program which was of a musical nature.
All the schools rendered excellent numbers, in some in ­
stances carrying four parts. Some of the selections were a c­
companied by Miss Winifred Clark, a student at the academy, 
with Miss Sellers conducting. This was excellent training for 
the pupils in that it accustomed them to the experience of 
following the baton of the conductor. By this means even glee 
clubs in the grades can secure perfectly marvelous effects.
Music Supervisor’s Report
To the Superintendent of Schools, School Committee and Citi­
zens of the Town of Bluehill.
I herewith submit my annual report as music supervisor in 
the schools of Bluehill:
In general the work has reached a standard of previous 
years and, in many instances, even surpassed that standard. 
Rote song singing and rhythm play are stressed in the lower 
grades; in the intermediate grades, more attention is given 
to syllable reading and in the upper grades part work is 
stressed. The work has shown a steady improvement in all 
grades.
In addition to the regular work, we have Music Apprecia­
tion, school choirs and in some of the schools, toy symphonv 
orchestras, harmonica bands and in one school, a mandolin 
and guitar club. The interest is very keen, particularly in 
the mandolin and guitar club and in the harmonica bands.
I wish it were possible for every school to have something of 
thi'i sort as extra curricula.
The exhibition for the past two years has been in the form 
of a concert by combined schools. A similar one will be given 
again this year, at which time I shall hope to combine the 
harmonica bands of the four schools, with possibly the m an­
dolin and guitar club from Mrs. Bowden’s room, thus making 
about forty-five players in all.
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At the academy we have a mixed glee club of forty-two 
members. The club, or groups from the same, has furnished 
music for all school affairs, such as assembly programs, en­
tertainments, etc., this year. For the third consecutive year 
we shall combine with the Sedgwick high glee club to furnish 
music at the Teachers’ Institute to be held at Brooklin in 
May. It is to be regretted that we are unable, due to lack of 
funds, to send a representative to Pittsburg, Pa., to partici­
pate in the Eastern Conference High School Chorus to be held 
there in March. I hope another year it may be possible.
Miss Snow’s room, grades five and six, has purchased a piano 
this year, to replace the organ lost by fire two years a g o .
In closing, I wish to express my appreciation to the super­
intendent of schools, school committee, teachers and pupils, 
and to any others, for their cooperation and help to make 
the Work a success. Also may I add at this time, that with 
the help and cooperation of the above and with the follow­
ing motto in mind, “Music for every child; every child for 
music,” I am striving to attain that goal whereby every child 
vhall have had some profitable experience with music.
Respectfully submitted,
JEANETTE SELLERS,
Music Supervisor ,
Teachers’ Institute
The annual teachers’ institute for this district was held at 
Sedgwick Friday, May 18. The general theme of the institute 
was “ The Psychology of Institution. ” In the matter of interest 
and appeal to the laity as well as teachers it was undoubtedly 
the best meeting yet arranged.
The two outstanding addresses of the day were delivered by 
Dr. Clarence C. Little, who spoke on “ Heredity as a Factor 
in Education,” and Dr. Payson Smith, Commissioner of Edu­
cation of the Commonwealth o f Massachusetts, who spoke 
on “Education Versus Environment as an Influence in Child 
L ife . ”
Other speakers were Harrison C. Lyseth, State agent for 
secondary education, Professor Edward J. Colgan, head of 
the department of education and psychology, Colby College, 
and Professor James Moreland, instructor in journalism, Uni­
versity of Maine.
Psychological tests and a library of books on psychology
»
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were in charge of Anne H. Hinckley, school librarian at Blue- 
hill. There was also an expensive exhibit of psychology lab­
oratory apparatus kindly loaned for the occasion by the Cam- 
bosco Scientific Company.
The combined glee clubs of the academy and Sedgwick high 
school rendered some selections. Mrs. Florence A. Cole sang 
two beautiful solos.
0 »
The central theme for discussion at the next teachers’ in-I
stitute is “ Character Education,” a most appropriate topic for 
consideration, for I am persuaded that moral training should 
be the supreme objective o f the school.
It may be proper for a school system to put on a drive for 
the improvement o f reading, arithmetic or spelling, but a 
drive to make the school function in the most effective way 
possible in relation to character education and citizenship is 
still more important.
Among the speakers already engaged for the meeting in 
May are the following: Miss Florence Hale, formerly presi­
dent of the National Education Association, and now editor 
of the Grade Teacher, with headquarters in New York city; 
Mr. Frank W. Wright, Deputy Commissioner o f Education of 
the Commonwealth of , Massachusetts; Dr. C. C. Little, 
formerly president of the University of Michigan; Dr. 
Arthur Hauck, president of the University o f Maine, and 
Professor James Moreland.
Miss Ethel Stover Retires on Teacher’s Pension
Having rendered most efficient service in this and surround­
ing towns for a period of thirty-five years and more, Miss 
Ethel Stover resigned her position in June and retired on a 
teacher’s pension. Her intense zeal for the profession of teach­
ing, the sheer joy which she constantly experienced in all her 
relations with her pupils, and her earnest devotion to the 
service of those committed to her care, were always the qual­
ities which characterized her work in every position she was 
called upon to fill..
Particularly outstanding was she in the teaching of reading, 
the most important subject in the curriculum. I could always 
tell a child who had been taught to read by Miss Stover, not 
only would he be skillful in the mechanics but he would dis-
i
play a keen interest in the subject, give evidence o f a familiar-
*
ity with a variety of types o f recreative reading, be equipped
'  i
with strong motives for and permanent interests in reading,
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and strongly imbued with desirable attitudes toward a prop­
er appreciation o f this important field when the child shall 
have taken his place in adult life.
Individual Differences
This year we have been making the matter of individual 
differences the object of special study. At the present time 
we are investigating these differences (as revealed by tests) 
that exist in reading and spelling. Handwriting is another 
subject in the curriculum to receive attention.
It does injustice to the brilliant pupil to keep him or her 
working along at the same level as those pupils for whom the 
same work is more difficult. Obviously it is a waste of per­
fectly good time to require children to study the mechanics 
of reading, for instance, when they are already familiar with 
the same and can read in a most excellent manner. The same 
is true with any drill subject.
I do not believe in acceleration, but I do believe in enrich­
ment. And so whenever we find (through testing) a child 
capable of reading, spelling, writing or performing any skill 
at a higher level than his grade would indicate, we are en­
riching his course so that he may work at his utmost capac­
ity.
Briefly, the technique we follow is to give the pupils more 
worthwhile books to read, that is, more reading experiences; 
excused from regular requirements to do advanced work in 
same subject, not requiring him to spell every day if the tests 
show he can spell the words without studying them; if his 
handwriting is maintained at a hign standard in all his writ­
ten work, excusing him from drill exercises that he may em­
ploy that time to better advantage.
C. W. A. and E. R . A. Projects
At the time the reports were sent to the printer last year 
we were right in the midst of our first C. W . A. project, so 
no definite figures could be given at that time of the amount 
of money- expended on these various activities. In addition 
to the milk and supplies, there were two C. 'W . A. and one
E. R . A. project.
m *
The first C. W . A. project started Dec. 1, 1933 and closed 
Feb. 15, 1934. The second project started Feb. 16, and closed 
May 1. Five men were employed as follows: Harold Conary, 
forem an; Edwin J. Parker, Harvey Stover, Lester Pettingill
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and Philip Wessel. This crew remained intact for the five 
months.
The payroll of the first project amounted to $966.75; payroll 
o f the second, $540, making a total for wages of $1,560.75. The 
total amount expended for material on these two projects was 
$530.91, of which amount the government paid $222.44 and 
the town $308.47.
The grand total of wages and material on these two projects 
was $2,091.66. All it cost the town was $308.47, or less than 
fifteen per cent. It would appear that this was an excellent
business proposition for the town.
The E. R . A. project began the first of October and ex­
tended over a period of seven weeks ending November 22. 
Five men were employed as follows: Harold Conary, foreman; 
Edwin J. Parker, Lester Pettingill, Horton Emerson and Clyde 
Richards. Somes Emerton was employed for three weeks in
place of Clyde Richards.
On this project I had made application for $800, and re­
ceived approximately that amount— $679.80 to be expended 
for wages and $120 for material. The amount that the cost 
of material exceeded $120 was to be paid by the town.
The grand total of apportionment of funds from federal 
sources was $2,992.41 (this includes the $409.42 received on 
my application for milk and supplies for the hot lunches in 
the sch ools). With this gift of nearly $3,000 we have improved 
our buildings and general school conditions in many respects 
as I have detailed elsewhere in this report.
Milk and Supplies Project
With the $409.42 received from government funds for the 
purpose, ingredients for the hot lunches were furnished every 
school where children did not go home to their dinners and a 
half pint of milk a day supplied those pupils, who, as shown 
by Mrs. Fowler’s inspection, were not making normal progress 
as to weight.
Each school in town received its proportionate share of the
fund. The milk was served in half pint bottles, the children
■#
drinking it through a straw.
The financial assistance came at a most opportune time for 
it enabled us to furnish needed food in one of the most severe 
winters in the memory of the oldest inhabitant.
Mrs. Fowler stated that she noted a very appreciable im ­
provement in the general health conditions of the children
îby reason of the attention given by the teachers to the diet 
of the under-nourished pupil.
Instruction in Art
Through the generosity o f Miss Adelaide Pearson instruction 
in drawing was given during the fall term to every child a t­
tending school throughout the town. The course was also 
made elective in the academy. The instructor was Miss Phyllis 
Hinckley, whose training eminently fitted her to handle the 
work.
The entire expense of this excellent course, with the ex­
ception of the conveyance of the instructor, was borne by 
Miss Pearson. Transportation was furnished at no expense to 
the town through the courtesy of Miss Jeanette Sellers, Anne 
Hinckley and the superintendent.
American Education Week
American Education Week was very fittingly observed this 
year by extending invitations to all parents to visit the schools 
and by the holding of an evening session at the academy 
where nearly one hundred parents availed themselves of the 
opportunity of visiting the regular classes and assembly pro­
gram and thus getting first-hand knowledge of the excellent 
work that the school is doing this year.
Dental Clinic
A twelve-day clinic for this district was held in April with 
approximately 165 pupils attending from this town. The statis­
tics are given in Mrs. Fowler’s report. It is most significant 
that out of the large number of children attending there was 
but one extraction of a permanent tooth. This shows the re­
sult of the regular care we have been giving to the teeth dur­
ing these many years.
The Pine Tree Bulletin issued by the Maine Public Health 
Association has this to say about the excellent work we are 
doing in regard to dental corrections: “ Union 94 (Bluehill- 
Brooklin-Sedgwick) with 30 schools has sixteen 100 per cent, 
dental certificate rooms and 10 fifty per cent, room s.” Of the 
100 per cent, dental certificate rooms, 7 were in Bluehill.
Data taken from dental clinic tabulations: No. of children 
attending, 165; fillings, 168; extractions, 26 (only one extrac­
tion o f a permanent to o th ).
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tChild Health Day
Child Health Day was fittingly observed at the town hall, 
where over 300 children from the three towns received their 
seven-point awards from  Mrs. Theresa Anderson, R . N ., 
nurse supervisor of the Maine Public Health Association. Mrs. 
Anderson was assisted in making the awards by Mrs. Pauline 
Fowler, R . N., public health nurse of the towns in this dis­
trict. Mrs. Fowler and Mr. Linscott provided pictures on 
health habits that were much enjoyed by the large audience 
present.
There were 163 children from the town of Bluehill that re­
ceived seven-point pins and certificates.
There were also five schools in this town that received a 
blue ribbon—a most signal honor to come to any school. A 
blue ribbon school is a  school in which all of the pupils meet 
the seven-point requirements. In the Pine Tree Bulletin it 
states: “ The Bluehill union reported eight blue ribbon schools, 
w hich is the largest number reported by any school system .” 
Naturally we feel very proud of that honor. To lead the State 
in health and dental corrections is no mean achievement.
The five blue ribbon schools in this town are: Grades 1 and 
2, grades 5 and 6, grades 7 and 8, Beech Hill and South Blue­
hill primary.
NURSING REPORT
T o the Superintendent of Schools, Maine Public Health As­
sociation and Citizens of Bluehill:
I herewith submit a report of the nursing service from Janu­
ary 1, 1934 to January 1, 1935:
Statistics :
42 visits to babies.
13 visits to pre-school children.
3 visits to pre-natal patients.
2 visits to school children.
1 visit for delivery.
2 visits to post-natal patients.
150 visits for bedside care.
4 visits to tuberculin patients.
46 visits for school follow-up.
110 visits for investigation.
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373 home visits.
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10 patients accompanied to doctor’s office.
1 patient accompanied to dentist’s office.
4 patients accompanied to oculist’s office .
Annual inspection of school children:
Defects:
Vision, 8; 8 corrections since last year.
Hearing, 2.
Breathing, 26; 4 corrections since last year.
Throat, 59; 4 corrections since last year.
Teeth, 66; 165 corrections since last year. (Dental clinic.
Posture, 6.
Overweight, 8.
Underweight, 5.
“A day with the Public Health Nurse in Bluehill.” 
While getting materials together for the day’s work, three 
calls have come in, one for bedside nursing and two for in­
vestigation. These are working into the outline for the day. 
At nine o ’clock the “V8”  is on the road to East Bluehill and 
stops at the schoolhouse. The children line up for a “ group 
inspection”— where skin, teeth, throat and hair are inspected 
for signs o f skin eruption, which might be contagious. Noth­
ing is found here, and the children hear a short talk on “Ways 
of Preventing Colds.”
The Ford next stops at the door o f a committee member, 
who has collected some clothing for a needy school child. 
These are taken along and are a good excuse to get into a 
home where pregnancy is suspected. The nurse has the op ­
portunity to talk with the mother about her own health, rest, 
diet and clothing. Also urges m other to go to the doctor for 
examination as soon as possible.
. The next call is to a family where there are two children 
in school, and two at home, all underweight and under the 
doctor’s care. The nurse finds that the m other is following 
the doctor’s orders carefully, but the supply o f cod liver oil is 
exhausted. She makes a note to call the relief agency for 
another supply, and heads the “V8” towards the village. It is 
now 11:15, just time to say, “ Hello,” to this old couple, where 
the man has had very little work. Finds the woman putting 
patch upon patch on stockings for both herself and her hus­
band. But they are getting along nicely otherwise. Another 
note in the little book—to find stockings— and then on home 
for dinner.
At 1 p . m . the Ford is on the road again to North Bluehill.
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-A group inspection is done at the Wescott school, one child 
is found to have a skin rash. The nurse takes him home, ad­
vises family to take him to their family physician for diagno­
sis and treatment. The next call is on a new baby. Nurse and 
m other discuss baby’s feeding schedule and means of ventilat­
ing room without allowing drafts, as mother is keeping child 
too warm.-
Beech Hill school has the next inspection and the children 
and  nurse discuss the health lessons pictured on a poster they 
are making.
After a little difficulty in turning the car in the snow, the 
nurse leaves for Bluehill Falls at 3 p . m . A lady who has been 
ill for several days is given a bath, alcohol rub, and bedding 
changed. She is left much more comfortable, and now for 
borne at 4:15. No new calls in, so the “V8” is put in the garage.
“Bet’s see— records must be written. Three school visits,• r
six home visits made, twenty-two miles covered—wait a m in­
ute, the telephone is ringing. No, not for me this time— 
breathes again .” Plans for tomorrow—home nursing class in 
Brooklin is to make a bed, and those follow-up visits must be 
m ade.
The above sketch gives you a picture of the type of work done 
by the service. Every day is not the same and different parts 
o f  the town are visited each week.
Respectfully submitted,
PAULINE G. FOWLER, R . N.,
Public Health Nurse.
Track Meet
The annual interscholastic track meet was held for this dis­
trict, Friday, June 1, with entries from six high schools as 
follows: Bluehill-George Stevens Academy, Brooklin high, 
Sedgwick high, Winter Harbor high, Castine high and Penob­
scot. Two other schools, Bar Harbor high and Northeast Har­
bor high, planned to send teams but circumstances arose to 
m ake their withdrawal necessary.
The affair seemed to resolve itself into a dual meet all the 
w ay between the academy and Winter Harbor. These two 
team s kept along together very evenly from the first event—  
the 100-yard dash—to the final contest— the relay. Neither 
school scored any points in the pole vault. Winter Harbor did 
n ot score in the shot put and the academy failed to register a 
point in the 440-yard dash.
*The final standing of the meet: Bluehill-George Stevens 
Academy, 53 points; Winter Harbor, 44; Brooklin, 18; Penob­
scot, 4; Sedgwick, 1; Castine, 1.
For individual point winner honors there was, as usual, a 
hectic contest between Gay lor Gray of B. G . S. A. and D. 
Stewart of Winter Harbor, the academy star athlete finally 
winning out with 28 points, whereas Stewart secured but 20 . 
Other point winners for the academy were Demmons, Sylvester 
and Grindle.
An entertainment, rally and presentation of medals was 
held in the evening at the town hall. Rev. David Hickland 
awarded the medals and cup.
Blufehill-George Stevens Academy
With the exception of Mrs. Mildred Hinckley the academ y 
began the fall term with an entirely new faculty. The new 
members are as follows: Thomas Langley, principal, science 
and mathematics; Miss Geraldine Colbath, assistant, French 
and English; Miss Harriet Carleton, assistant, commercial sub­
jects and biology.
Mr. Langley is a graduate of Colby College and has had 
three years of experience. For the past two years he has been 
teaching in a large high school in Massachusetts. He is an ex­
cellent coach of all m ajor sports, having played them all in 
college. He was for two years the unanimous selection o f 
sports writers , as all-Maine tackle.
Miss Colbath is a graduate of Higgins Classical Institute and 
Colby College with a m ajor in Latin and English and a minor 
in French. She also has taken courses in education and 
psychology.
Miss Carleton is a graduate of Skidmore Colloge, with a B .
S. degree in secretarial science, and eighteen hours in edu­
cation. At Wakefield, Mass., high school, Cushing Academy 
and college she participated in all branches of girls’ athletics 
and can coach basketball, hockey, track and soccer.
Mrs. Mildred Hinckley, who has served so efficiently for 
some time, is again in charge o f the Latin and history de­
partments.
A marked improvement is noted in the school this year and 
with a student in a college on, the New England college en­
trance list it is confidently expected that we will soon be 
reinstated on the approved list from which we were uncere­
moniously dropped several years ago.
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By a ruling o f the State department all high schools and
academies that wish to be certified as Class A institutions 
must expend annually $75 for laboratory and $75 for library 
and reference material. In compliance with this requirement 
the trustees have expended the required amount in putting 
in shelves, tables, filing systems, etc. It was necessary to take 
the small commercial room for a library— the room was al­
ready too small for the commercial course anyway— so now 
it will be necessary to provide another recitation room.
It is proposed to take part o f one of the present classrooms 
downstairs and part of the corridor and make another reci­
tation room . The extension, of the partition of this room up 
through the second floor will enclose a space that it is intended 
to use as a teachers’ room . Lockers will be made in which to 
keep the athletic equipment and more shelves put up for th '
text-books not in use (the present book room is to be made a 
part of the library) .
The trustees have expended a considerable sum of money 
this year in repairing the building and thoroughly renovating 
i t . It is now in excellent condition and with the contemplated 
changes and improvements as detailed above, will give us much 
improved facilities for carrying on the regular class work.
The principal’s report follows:
Principal’s Report
To the Superintendent of Schools of Bluehill, Trustees c f  
George Stevens Academy and Citizens of Bluehill:
I wish to submit for your approval my report as principal 
of the Bluehill-George Stevens Academy.
School opened September 10, 1934, with a total enrollment 
of 78 pupils— 43 girls and 35 boys. This is a slight increase 
over the preceding year. Since the opening of school five pu­
pils have been forced to leave. The total registration by 
classes and courses is as follows:
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College Gen. Comm. Total
Prep.
Senior
Boys • • 5 2 7
Girls 1 5 7 13
Junior
Boys • • 3 1 4
Girls 3 1 13 17
Sophomore
Boys • • 3 8 11
Girls 1 • • 3 4
Freshmen
Boys 1 8 4 13
Girls 2 3 3 8
Total by courses 
Post graduates
Total
8 28 41 77 
1
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There were several changes in the faculty this year. Miss 
Harriet Carleton, a graduate of Skidmore College, replaced 
Miss Lee Kleinberg as teacher of commercial subjects. Miss 
Geraldine Colbath, a graduate o f Colby College took over the 
duties of Eleanor King Smith as French and English teacher.
There wei’e several improvements made at the academ y. We 
returned to a building in the fall that had been freshly paint­
ed inside and out. I feel sure that the students and faculty
♦
alike take pride in the fine appearance of our building. Dur­
ing the Christmas recess, the trustees had shelves put into 
the front room on the second floor so that it could be used for 
a library. Rapid strides have been made in its development. 
The library at present consists of 300 volumes which is ex­
actly a 100 per cent, increase over the number of available 
volumes January 1. The library is under student control and 
is an educational project in itself. Mrs. Anne Hinckley has 
been the stimulus behind the movement. We owe much to 
her for her enthusiasm, support and work.
A m uch-needed improvement this year was the installation 
of a drinking fountain in the lower hall. The water was 
tested and found to be free from all impurities. This is an­
other step in hygienic advancement.
A new course, biology, was introduced into the curriculum.
»
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This now gives the student an opportunity to take a science 
course each year for four years.
Also a new course in the “Art of Seeing,” was given during 
the fall term by Miss Phyllis Hinckley. The students showed 
much interest in this course, and undoubtedly derived much 
benefit from it.
In observation of American Education Week, an evening 
session was held at the academy on November 23. The citizens 
of the town were invited to attend and approximately 100
t
citizens availed themselves of this opportunity.
The Village Improvement Society gave the academy this 
year a gift of ten dollars which is greatly appreciated.. It is 
my intention to use this gift as partial payment cn a new 
Merriam-Webster dictionary, the balance of which will be paid 
from the student fund.
This year the trustees have voted to  award the George 
Stevens prizes, one for a boy, and one for a girl. The basis of 
these awards is school citizenship which considers loyalty, at­
titude, service, cooperation and scholarship. The announce­
ment of the winners will be made at the graduation exer­
cises .
The majority of the students are engaged in some field of 
extra-curricula activities. In the fall the school had a volley 
ball league, and at present we have our organized basketball 
teams, girls’ and boys’, all o f which provide an opportunity 
for many to make their initial bow in competitive athletics. 
In addition we have our school magazine, dramatics and public 
speaking. As an innovation this year, the date of the Junior 
speaking exhibition has been changed from June to March. 
The purposes for this move are threefold. First, it lessens the 
teaching load during graduation week; secondly, it allows the 
school the opportunity of entering any student, who is quali­
fied, into State and college speaking contests; thirdly, it gives 
the school an opportunity to enter speakers in the Bestocca 
scholastics.
The glee club has again been organized under the super­
vision of Miss Jeanette Sellers, and the work is of the same 
high calibre as in previous years.
Home nursing is again under the direction of Mrs. Leonard 
Fowler, and is being given at her office two periods a week.
In order to increase the efficiency of the academy and to 
make for greater convenience in the conduction of the com ­
m ercial courses, I should like to recommend an additional
i
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room on the first floor. This plan is entirely feasible as there 
is at present much wasted room in the corridor.
In closing, I wish to take this opportunity of thanking every­
one concerned for his splendid cooperation and support.
Respectfully submitted,
THOMAS B . LANGLEY,
Principal.
School Libraries
From the academy down through the grades a great deal 
of attention has been given this year to the establishment of 
libraries. Everybody recognizes the fact that the library is 
the most important adjunct of a school. At the teachers’ 
meeting in December, Mrs. Anne Hinckley, who has been of 
inestimable assistance to us in the matter of starting libraries, 
explained the excellent scheme which she had devised to meet 
the needs of the brilliant pupil in reading, the pupil whose 
work needs to be enriched. She distributed book lists that she 
had prepared for each grade. This splendid list of books had 
been worked up in infinite detail with respect to the reading 
ability of every grade, at every level, and when made available 
'for each school, will be the means of enriching the work of 
every pupil.
It is most important that not only in the reading classes, 
but in every subject in the curriculum, differentiated assign­
ments be given to individuals and groups, made on the basis 
of interest, on the basis of reading ability, and on the basis 
of ingenuity in doing specific types of work. Herein lies the 
supreme province of the library.
Summarized briefly the several important functions of a 
school library are as follows:
1. To provide a well-rounded collection c f reading material 
suitable for use by children of various ages. The text-book 
must be supplemented by a variety of other books, miscel­
laneous informational materials, and visual aids.
2. To provide guidance for children in the selection and 
use of reading materials. Through conference between the 
teacher and the librarian the library may be made an integra1 
adjunct to classroom instruction, and children may be guided 
in their selection of materials in order that the time .spent 
in the library may bring maximum returns.
3. To give through story telling and reading a background 
for the appreciation of literature, and a basis for the broad
rinterpretation of life situations. Through extensive reading 
in a wide variety of fields children will broaden their concepts 
of the problems of m odem  life, widen the range of their ob­
servation, and gain vicarious experiences otherwise inaccessible 
to them.
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4. To give instruction in the use of books and a certain 
amount of systematic instruction in the use of libraries. Some 
cities publish library manuals or courses o f study in the use 
of the library.
5. To establish strong motives for, and permanent interests 
in reading, which have been accepted as a m ajor objective in 
elementary education. If reading is to play an important role 
in adult life, and if it is to find its proper place among the 
leisure-time activities of people in general, it is perhaps essen­
tial to establish thoroughly during the school period of chil­
dren the habit of using libraries.
6. Another function commonly ascribed to the school li­
brary is to gather in a central place and to prepare for use all 
slides, pictures, magazines, books and materials, that will be 
used by teachers and pupils in classroom work. If the library 
undertakes to perform these services and keeps accurate, up- 
to-date files, teachers and pupils may discover without un­
necessary loss of time, what materials are at hand.
The library is an aid in extra-curricular activities by pro­
viding materials which stimulate intellectual interests, hob-
*
bies, and club activities.
The school librarian’s report follows:
School Librarian’s Report 
To the Superintendent of Schools and the Citizens of the Town 
of Bluehill:
It is a pleasure to present the following report:
School visits of the year ending June, 1934:
Academy, 3.
Primary and intermediate, 24.
Grammar and sub-grammar, 24.
District schools, 104.
Total visits, 155.
Hours in classrooms, 110.
Hours devoted to schools (special problems), 315.
Total hours, 425.
Number of poster-pictures circulated, 227.
Number o f stories told in the schools, 233.
Number of book-talks, 74.
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Circulation of sand table material, traveling models and ex­
hibits, bulletin board material, and current reference 
material.
Number of requests from teachers filled, 438.
One round trip to schools, 50.1.
Total mileage for 1933-1934, 900.4.
The formal report of the current year closed June 1, 1935 
The gist and trend of the work is as follows:
The library has been glad to assist in the plan of discover­
ing and providing for individual differences in operation this 
year. By means of aptitude and diagnostic tests as well as by 
charted observation, the problems of the classroom, the teach­
er and the individual child have been analyzed. Working 
from this data, provisions for individual differences in manual 
skill, mental ability and temperament, have been evolved.
As a result the child finds the way open for the discovery of 
his own powers and their exercise. The teacher, secure in her 
knowledge of the child’s capacity, will neither force the child 
beyond his ability nor check the boy or girl who is not working 
up to capacity.
Reading lists for each grade from the first to the twelfth 
have been drawn up and approved. The Thorndike-McCall 
and the Gates reading tests have been given in all village 
schools except the academy. The results in many cases con­
firmed the judgment of the teachers, and in others produced 
surprising results. These tests have provided educational 
yardsticks by which the mental growth of the child is meas­
ured for his variance from the normal.
Special types of reading, with appropriate reviews have been 
suggested to allow for individual differences in the high school.
Arts and crafts as extra-curricular activities are fostered by 
the library. Model making, carving, philately, construction of 
musical instruments, puppets, creative poetry, and local his­
tory are among the activities.
The school service has been greatly ¡facilitated by the 
teachers themselves. They have freely circulated designs, pat­
terns, ideas, magazines, and sand table figures through the 
medium of the library. The frequent interchange of ideas has 
a most stimulating effect. The library also furnishes the pro­
fessional reading which the teachers use constantly.
Through illustrated lectures, the cultivation of hobbies, and 
the general service, the library tries to form a dependable
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1bridge between the classroom situation and the problems 
confronting this business of “ growing u p .”
In closing, may I thank the teachers and superintendent 
for their cooperation, and suggest again that the library is 
ready to cooperate in any way. I feel it a privilege to be as­
sociated with the group.
Respectfully submitted,
ANNE H. HINCKLEY,
Librarian Ladies’ Social Library.
Repairs
Extensive repairs and improvements have been made on 
every building in town. This was made possible through an 
apportionment of federal funds.
At East Bluehill the windows have been changed in each, 
room so that the lighting arrangement now conforms to the 
State requirements in this respect. The building has been 
painted inside and outside, woodshed moved and shingled, 
steps repaired, new timber for reenforcement, swings repaired. 
$1,000 has been expended on this building, which is now in 
excellent condition.
At Wescott school, three new sills have been put in, the 
northern side clapboarded, one of the entries taken out, thei c 
by enlarging the schoolroom, platform removed, and building 
painted. The building has had very little money expended 
on it for years, so it was much in need of repairs.
At Beech Hill, sheet rock has been placed on walls and 
ceiling covered with plastering, which was constantly falling 
down; the old platform taken out, making more room for 
the piano; new shelves, fence and building painted.
At the Eastward school windows have been changed, entry 
taken out, porch built, building painted inside and outside, 
outbuildings stained, new teacher’s desk.
At South Bluehill a sliding door has been provided, whereby 
the two rooms may be now used as one, for socials and pro­
grams; both rooms have been painted inside, shed floor re­
paired and lattice work under outbuildings, chimney cleaned 
and doors repaired.
At the Mines school the windows have been changed, build­
ing painted outside, and other minor repairs made.
At the Village schoolhouse a new sill has been placed under
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the southern side, the front o f the building painted two coats, 
a reading table made for the upstairs room, and minor repairs 
made.
There is only one building owned by the town that does not 
comply with State requirements regarding lighting and that 
is the Village schoolhouse. Although everything has been done 
to improve the sanitary conditions at this same building, they 
still are far from satisfactory. The only way the situation can 
be remedied in a building of this size, is to have flush closets 
installed, the expense of which would be considerable.
The next condition that should be improved in many of the 
schools is the heating. A Smith heating system installed in 
all the outlying schools would heat the buildings uniformly, 
and at the same time take care of the ventilation. The old- 
fashioned box stoves, with their direct radiation, should be 
relegated to the past.
In accordance with a budget which we have carefully made 
out we would recommend the following amounts to be ex­
pended under the respective accounts for the ensuing year:
Our recommendations for com m on schools, text-books and 
supplies are the same as last year. For repairs we are recom ­
mending $300 less than was raised last year. It is very diffi­
cult to make up a budget this year as it is most uncertain 
what the State subsidy will amount to next year. We are tak­
ing it for granted that the aid will not be any less than it 
has been under the old method of apportionment.
Grades 5 and 6, Miss Sarah Snow, teacher recently pur­
chased a piano for this room. The school paid $35 on the pur­
chase price of $65, and the remaining amount was paid out 
of the insurance allowance that was made at the time o f the 
fire at this building some time ago.
The four Village rooms, Beech Hill and South Bluehill now 
have pianos. The schools at East Bluehill could make good use
Recommendations
Common schools,
Text-books,
Supplies,
Repairs,
$8,500
600
400
600
General Remarks
of a piano in the many fine entertainments these two rooms 
arrange.
♦
Our grateful acknowledgment is extended the Village Im ­
provement Society for its continued financial assistance to
% %
the schools. The $10, which each room receives, is much ap­
preciated.
i
There are two most worth-while civic enterprises to which 
I am  very desirous that my teachers and their pupils shall 
subscribe. I would like each teacher and school to join the 
Red Cross and also buy a supply of Christmas seals. Many of 
the schools have already done this for some tim e. We directly 
benefit from both activities. The Red Cross helps us with our 
dental clinic, and the Christmas seal sale helps finance our 
nursing program.
Gates primary reading test, Thorndike-McCall reading 
scale for intermediate and grammar grades, and the Ayers . 
(Gettysburg) scale in handwriting, are being given in the 
schools this year; also a new system in spelling is being used.
At the second teachers’ meeting of the fall term the follow­
ing teachers from the Bluehill schools spoke on the “Person­
ality of the Teacher,” and “The Five Great Philosophies o f 
L ife .” The subjects were as follows: “ The Personality of the 
Teacher,” Roxie C. Hinckley; “The Epicurean Philosophy,” 
Hulda H. Bartlett; “The Stoic,” Miss Sarah L. Snow; “The 
Platonic,” Ailean C. Nickerson; “Aristotelian,” Miss Martha 
Simmons; “The Christian Philosophy,”  Lilia M. Bowden.
We deeply appreciate the furnishing of ingredients for the 
school lunches through the courtesy of the Welfare Society, 
Miss Anderson, president.
Respectfully submitted,
EDWARD L. LINSCOTT,
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Superintendent of Schools
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COMMON SCHOOL STATISTICS
School, Teacher and Term: 
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Lilia M Bowden,, spring 20.00 12 37 35.558
Lilia M Bowden, fall 20.00 14 32 31.143
Lilia M Bowden, winter 20.00 10 32 *
Grades 5 and 6
Sarah Snow, spring 17.00 12 23 22.19
Sarah Snow, fall 17.00 14 24 23.057
Sarah Snow, winter 17.00 10 24 *
Grades 3 and 4
Ethel Stover, spring 16.00 12 25 24.23
Hulda Bartlett, fall 16.00 14 30 28.828
Hulda Bartlett, winter 16.00 10 30 *
Grades 1 and 2
Roxie C Hinckley, spring 17.00 12 28 . 26.76
Roxie C Hinckley, fall 17.00 14 21 19.77
Roxie C Hinckley, winter 17.00 10 20 *
Beech Hill
Ailean C Nickerson, spring 14.00 12 14 13.8
Ailean C Nickerson, fall 14.00 15 15 14.7
Ailean C Nickerson, winter 14.00 9 15 *
South Bluehill Grammar
Ella Condon, spring 17.00 12 14 13.44
Della Gray, fall 16.00 14 13 12.535
Della Gray, winter 16.00 10 12 *.
South Bluehill Primary
Eleanor Hill, spring 9.00 12 7 6.3
Eleanor Hill, fall 12.00 14 14 11.636
Eleanor Hill, winter 12.00 10 13 *
East Bluehill Grammar
Hulda Hinckley, spring 16.00 12 11 10.675
Martha Simmons, fall 14.00 14 9 8.9
Martha Simmons, winter 14.00 10 8 *
East Bluehill Primary * •
Argie Clifford, spring 12.00 12'é 11 10.78
Margaret McIntyre, fall 12.00 14 11 10.4
Margaret McIntyre, winter 12.00 10 11 *
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19
*
10
9
11
10
*
6
10
*
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3
*
4
3
*
5
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*
5
5
*
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Eastward
Ethel C Carter, spring 16 .po 12 28 25.41 11
Ethel C Carter, fall 16.00 14 26 23.97 9
Ethel C Carter, winter 16.00 10 24 * *
Wescott
Katherine Tapley, spring 14.00 12 14 11.98 5
Katherine Tapley, fall 14.00 14 14 13.72 6
Katherine Tapley, winter 14.00 10
I
14 * *
Mines
Ì
Hattie Horton Gray, spring 13.00 12 10 9.29 0
Hattie Horton Gray, fall 13.00 14 8 7.25 2
Hattie Horton Gray, winter 13.00 10 8 * *
* In session.
Number of teaching positions in town, 12.
Average salary of teachers per week, $15.08.
Number of different persons employed as teachers during 
year, 15.
Number of above who have attended college or normal school, 
15.
Number of above who have taught same school for year, 8. 
Number o f schools maintained in town during year, 12. 
Number of districts from which children are conveyed, 8. 
Number of schools having school improvement leagues, 10. 
Number of schools having libraries, 12.
Number of schools having 100 per cent, dental certificates, 7. 
Number of schools having 50 per cent, dental certificates, 4. 
Number of seven-point pupils, 163.
Number of pupils completing last year of elementary grades, 
21.
Number of blue ribbon schools, 5.
TEACHERS EMPLOYED, 1934-1935
Name of teacher, home residence, where educated and terms’ 
experience:
Lilia M. Bowden, Bluehill, Bates College*, U. of M. Summer, 
62.
Sarah L. Snow, Bluehill, Farmington normal*, 105.
Ethel Snow, Bluehill, Farmington normal*, 113.
Roxie C Hinckley, Bluehill, Plymouth., N. H ., normal, 62. 
Ailean C. Nickerson, Brooksville, Castine normal*, Emerson 
School of Oratory, 17.
v
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Ella Condon, Brooksville, Castine normal, 54.
Eleanor Hill, Brooklin, Castine normal, 8.
Hulda H. Bartlett, Bluehill, Castine. normal, 11.
Argie Clifford, Lincoln, Castine normal, 58.
Ethel C. Carter, Bluehill, Castine normal*, 20.
Katherine T. Wescott, Bluehill, Castine normal*, 17.
Hattie Horton Gray, Bluehill, Farmington normal*, 30. 
Martha Simmons, Sargentville, Castine normal, 2.
Margaret McIntyre, Bluehill, Gorham normal, 2.
Della Gray, Sedgwick, Castine normal, 28.
* Partial course.
MUSIC SUPERVISOR
Jeanette Sellers, Institute of Music Pedagogy, Skidmore Col 
lege, 15.
SCHOOL NURSE 
Pauline Grover Fowler, R . N ., E. M. General hospital, Sim 
mons College.
SCHOOL LIBRARIAN 
Anne Hinckley, Colby College.
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REPORT OF BUDGET COMMITTEE
We have carefully considered each article of the warrant 
calling for the raising o f money. We have taken into con­
sideration that there will probably be a decrease in valuation 
and that there may be an'increase in State and county taxes. 
While the needs of the town must be met, business condi­
tions are such that the burden of taxation must not be in ­
creased. We recommend the following and urge that no 
other appropriations be made.
Article
14 Offiicers’ salaries   $3,000 00
Current expenses   1,000 00
Poor and war relief ..............................................  4,500 00
Repairs on schoolhouses ......................................  600 00
Text-books and supplies ....................................  400 00
Common schools ...................................................  8,500 00
High s c h o o l ............................................................... 4,500 00
16 State-aid road (construction) ......................... 1,464 00
17 State-aid road (maintenance)   1,000 00
18 Third-class road (maintenance)   250 00
20 Winter roads (snow removal) ........................... 3,000 00
Winter roads (snow fence) ................................  250 00
21 Tarring streets .......................................................  400 00
22 Tarring East Bluehill road ..............................  2,000 00
23 Highways and b r id g e s ......................................... 4,250 00
Mines road (No appropriation)
24 Sidewalks ...................................................................... 250 00
25 Seaside cemetery ..................................................  200 00
26 South Bluehill cemetery .....................................  25 00
27 Street lights ............................................................  705 00
Memorial Day .........................................................  100 00
Mothers’ aid   918 00
Dental clinic   75 00
Four-town nursing s e r v ic e ...................................  300 00
Forest fires ................................................................ 200 00
Fire d ep a rtm en t.....................................................  1,100 00
28 Rent of Bluehill Academy b u ild in g ...............  120 00
East Bluehill library   25 00
29 Notes and in te re s t ................................................. 2,500 00
30 Mountain road (No appropriation)
31 Repairs on town hall .......................................... 400 00
32 Toilets (No appropriation)
33 Shingling firehouse ..............................................  150 00
34 Repairing dams ....................................................... 100 00
35 Painting fire truck ................................................ 50 00
36 Fire hose, ladder, etc ..........................................  600 00
37 Repairing road at East Bluehill (No appropriation)
38 Moving flagstaff (No appropriation)
39 Wood lot (No appropriation)
Total ......................................................................  $42,932 00
Respectfullv submitted,
W . H. OSGOOD,
W. E. WESCOTT,
F. B. SNOW,
R . B. LONG,
A. B. HERRICK, Budgett Committee.
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THE WARRANT
HANCOCK SS. STATE OF MAINE
To Harold Ledien, a Constable of the Town o f Bluehill, in said 
County, GREETINGS:
In the name of the State of Maine, you are hereby directed 
to notify and warn the inhabitants of said town, qualified by 
law to vote in town affairs, to meet in the Town Hall, in said 
Bluehill, on Monday, March 4, 1935, at nine o ’clock in the 
forenoon, to act on the following, to wit:
Article 1 To choose a moderator to preside at said town m eet­
ing.
2 To choose a clerk for the ensuing year.
3 To hear and act on reports of town officers for the past
year.
4 To see if the town will vote “Yes” or “No” on an “Act to
Provide a Town Manager Form o f Government for the 
Town o f Bluehill” as introduced in the Maine State 
Legislature on January 31, 1935.
5 To see if the town will vote to instruct the selectmen to
send some person to attend the hearing on this bill and 
urge its passage.
6 To see if the town will vote to instruct the selectmen to
appoint a Town Agent as provided under section 1, 
chapter 5 o f the Revised Statutes, and if so, to give the 
selectmen such instructions as the meeting may vote.
7 To see if the town will vote to elect three selectmen, one
to hold office for one year, one for two years, and one 
for three years, as provided in section 13, chapter 5, of 
the Revised Statutes.
8 To choose selectmen, assessors, overseers o f  the poor, au­
ditor and treasurer.
*
9 To choose the collector o f taxes, vote his compensation
and fix the date when taxes shall become due.
v  N *
10 To see if the town will vote on the request of ten or more
voters that any question shall be decided by written 
ballot.
11 To see if the town will vote to instruct the selectmen to
appoint one or more road commissioners.
12 To choose a town tree warden and all other town officers.
13 To see if the town will fix the compensation of the select­
men, assessors, overseers of the poor, treasurer, auditor, 
road commissioners, labor, teams and trucks on the 
highway.
14 To see what sum of money the town will appropriate and
raise to defray salaries, current expenses, support of 
poor, repairs on schoolhouses, supplies and text-books, 
common Schools and free high school.
15 To see if the town will vote “ Yes” or “ No” on the question
of appropriating and raising money necessary to entitle 
the town to State-aid road, as provided by section 20, 
chapter 28, Revised Statutes.
16 To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1,464 for improvements o f the State highway 
as outlined in the report of the State Highway Com­
mission.
17 To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum
of money (not less than $1,000) for maintenance of pa­
trol of State-aid road during the ensuing year within, 
the limits of the town, under section 18, chapter 25, Re­
vised Statutes of 1928.
18 To see if the town will raise and appropriate a sum o f
money to comply with the laws governing third-class 
highways.
19 To see what sum, if any, the town will recommend to take
from the joint State-aid account for the purpose o f ap­
plying bituminous surface treatment to State-aid roads 
built within the past five years, in accordance with the 
provisions of chapter 271, P. L. 1931.
20 To see what sum o f money the town will raise and ap­
propriate for winter roads and purchase of snow fence.
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21 To see if the town will raise and appropriate a sum o f
money to tar or repair the tar on the following sections 
of roads: From Miss Douglas’ residence to the hospital 
(the whole road) and from Stanley’s store to Bunker’s 
Com er (on both sides of the road), including Green’s 
and Bunker’s Com er.
22 To see what sum of money the town will raise and ap­
propriate to repair and tar the completed sections o f 
the third-class road on the East Bluehill road.
23 (A) To see if the town will raise and appropriate a sum
of money for the support of highways and bridges.
(B) To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate
I
a sum of money to construct a piece of permanent 
road, beginning at the Inn corner, and running west­
erly on the Mines road, to be built according to third- 
class specifications.
24 To see what sum of money the town will vote to raise and
appropriate for sidewalks, and see what instructions, if 
any, the town will give the selectmen.
25 To see if the town will raise and appropriate the sum of
$200 for the upkeep of the village cemeteries.
26 To see if the town will raise and appropriate the sum of
$50 for the upkeep o f South Bluehill cemetery.
27 To see what sum of money the town will raise and appro­
priate for the following purposes: Street lights, Memo­
rial day, mothers’ aid, dental clinic, four-town nursing 
service, forest fires, and fire department.
28 To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate sums
of money for the following: Rent o f Bluehill Academy, 
support of East Bluehill Library, and see if the town will 
authorize the superintending school committee to make 
a contract with the trustees o f Bluehill-George Stevens 
Academy for tuition o f secondary students.
29 To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate a
sum o f money to pay notes, and interest due on all notes.
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate a 
sum of money for improvement o f the Mountain Road 
so called, under third-class specification. •
To see what sum of money the town will vote to raise and 
appropriate for necessary repairs on the town hall.
To see if the town will raise and appropriate a sum of 
money to put flush toilets in the town hall.
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum
*
of money for the purpose of shingling the roof of the 
fire house.
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate a 
sum of money for the purpose ¡of repairing or rebuild­
ing the dam at Staples’ mill so called, and the dam at 
Allen’s mill on Main street.
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum 
of money to paint the fire truck.
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum 
of money to  purchase 500 feet of fire hose and other 
equipment.
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum 
of money to repair the road known as Mill street at East 
Bluehill between Linwood Leach’s residence and end o f 
same near residence of Edwin J. Carter.
To see if the town will vote to authorize the selectmen to 
reset the flagstaff on the town hall lawn, and raise and 
appropriate a sum of money for same.
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum 
of money to buy a town woodlot if in the judgment of 
the selectmen one can be had at a reasonable price.
To see if the town will vote to relocate the street light 
near the Wardwell place at East Bluehill and place same 
to the advantage of residents on that street.
At the request of Miss D. Weston and other Parker Point 
residents, including the board of health and several 
other citizens: To see what action the town will take in 
establishing a garbage removal service.
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42 To see if the town will vote to authorize the selectmen and
treasurer to make temporary loans, not exceeding in the 
aggregate the sum o f $ , in anticipation of and
to be paid out o f current taxes for the municipal year 
1935, and to issue the town’s negotiable notes therefor.
43 To see if the town will vote to authorize the selectmen
and treasurer to issue the town’s negotiable notes or 
bonds for the purpose o f renewing, refunding or paying 
certain notes o f the town due now or to become due 
during the municipal year 1935.
44 To transact any other business that may legally come be­
fore said meeting.
The selectmen hereby give notice that they will be in ses­
sion at their office at eight o ’clock in the forenoon on the 
day of said meeting, for the purpose o f revising and correct­
ing the list of voters.
Given under our hands this 8th day of February, A . D . 1935.
W. H. OSGOOD,
F. S. HINCKLEY,
EDWARD G. WILLIAMS,
Selectmen of Bluehill, Maine.
A true cop y .
Attest:
HAROLD LEDIEN,
Constable of Bluehill.
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